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Sawyer Hall residents whiffle to raise money for cancer victims. 
(J 1 Brubacherp oto) 
Spitz debate continues 
Friday, April 20, 1979 Durham, N.H. 
Commuters win recognition 
By Michael Kelly 
In what student officials are 
heralding as a maior triumph for 
them and for UNH students, Uni-
versity administrators announced 
plans Tuesday to expand commuter 
services. 
The proposal, which calls for 
the expansion of the current com-
muter center in the MUB, as well 
as the initiation of several new 
commuter services, came out of 
a meeting between student offi-
cials and administrators from the 
student affairs and student activ-
ities offices. 
Student Caucus members have 
been lobbying for expanded 
commuter services for several 
years. 
Student Vice President for 
Commuter Affairs Jim Glasser 
said, "The proposal (offered by 
the Student Affairs office) is very 
satisfactory to us. I am glad to 
see the school is taking an inter-
est in commuter affairs.'' 
Glasser said he felt the school 
was obligated to expand com-
muter services since over 60 per-
cent of the students here live off 
campus. 
The proposal, which Glasser 
said was designed by Associate 
Dean of Students William Kidder, 
calls for the following: 
--expansion and refurbishing of 
the -current Commuter Center, 
located in the bottom floor of the 
MUB. 
-a program to ease the transi-
tion from dormitory to off-
campus living. The program 
would include the publication of 
area landlord and apartment 
complex evaluations, and a 
speaker service to dormitories. 
--publication of a commuter 
newsletter. 
--expansion of services for 
transfer students, most of whom 
become commuters. 
--institution of a trained staff to 
advise commuters - including 
fraternity and sorority members 
- on legal and other matters con-
cerning them. 
The program would be headed 
by a full time administrator and a 
secretary, and would include 
students trained to deal with 
co"mmuter problems, said 
Glasser. 
Both Glasser and Student Body 
President Doug Cox said they ex-
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WSBE students 
rehired by MUB 
By Joy Bleakney 
Hotel administration students 
will be working in the Memorial 
Union Building (MUB) kitchen 
again this fall, according to a con-
tract signed April 4. 
The new contract between the 
Student Activities Office and 
WSBE replaces the contract that 
was nullified last January 
because of conflicts between the 
hotel administration faculty and 
the MUB food and beverages ser-
vices administrators. 
students and for making out per-
formance evaluations af all 
students in the lab. 
The contract also allows the 
students' lecture instructor to 
sample food made at the MUB for 
free. A dollar credit will be 
allocated towards lunch to all lab 
involved students. 
"The situation in the past was 
difficult and needed changes. 
This is a more workable con-
tract," Migala said: 
Profs say teaching suffers 
Under the new contract hotel 
administration students will be 
given laboratory experience by 
working in the MUB. All 
managerial responsibilities will 
remain with Scott Migala, direc-
tor of MUB food and beverages. 
The laboratory experience will 
involve hotel administration 
classes 403 and 667. The 403 
students will assist in preparing 
the menu and will work different 
parts of the kitchen: pantry, grill, 
front line, preparation, and the 
dish room, according to Migala. 
By Dana Jennings 
The quality of teaching in the 
College of Liberal Arts has suf-
fered because of faculty preoc-
cupation with the Spitz grievance 
issue, according to some 
professors in that college. 
The professors said the 
pressure of the issue has forced 
them to miss classes and not gfve 
full attenuon to their students 
and other work. 
''There has been an enormous 
amount of time and energy 
dissipated," said Warren Brown 
assistant professor of political 
science. "We can't help but short-
change ourselves and the students." 
students." 
The conflict centers on alleged 
interference by Liberal Arts 
Dean Allan Spitz in Brown's 
promotion and tenure case. 
History Professor Darrett 
Rutman said he has had to miss 
two or three classes to attend 
Trustees reject 
grievance appeal 
The University System Board 
of Trustees will not hear an ap-
peal of UNH President Eugene 
Mills' decision to exonerate 
Liberal Arts Dean Allan Spitz, 
who allegedly intruded in a 
promotion and tenure case. 
The appeal was filed by 
political science professors 
George Romoser and Bernard 
Gordon and Associate Professors 
David Moore and John Kayser. 
who filed grievances against Spitz 
last fall. 
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In an interview yesterday, 
Board Chairman Richard Morse 
said, "There appeared to be no 
basis for an appeal. They (the 
four professors) made no 
allegations that procedures were 
incorrect. 
"This is an issue that should be 
handled and resolved on cam-
pus." 
Morse said the Board doesn't 
normally review administrative 
decisions unless there is reason to 
believe University policy was 
violated. 
The grievants' letter only in-
dicated disagreemant with Mills' 
decision, said Morse. "That's no 
·basis for us to act." 
Morse said he made his 
decision after consulting legal 
counsel . 
The grievants plan to write 
another letter to the Board, ac-
cording to Kayser and Moore. 
"Morse said he saw no 
procedural objections in our first 
APPEAL, page 12 
meetings on the issue. 
"It's been disruptive to 
teaching," said Rutman. "I walk 
into lectures not keyed for them.'' 
Spitz said the quality of his 
work has suffered. 
"Simply in terms of the num-
bers of hours," said Spitz, "much 
too much time is spent doing not 
what I want to do." 
Other professors disagree that 
the issue has affected teaching in 
the college. 
"I've dedicated myself to my 
teaching," said Associate 
Professor of history Marc Schwartz. 
TEACHING, page4 
In the old contract WSBE was 
responsible for managing the 
food and beverages services. 
Another major difference be-
tween the new contract and the old 
one is the requirement of an in-
structor from th~, food and 
beverage department. 
Previously this job was done by 
Migala. 
The instructor will be chosen 
by mutual agreement between 
the student activities office and 
the hotel administration faculty. 
The instructor will be respon-
sible for direct supervision of the 
The 667 students will be in 
charge of planning and 
producing the MUB Grub which 
includes planning the menu, 
standardizing the recipes and 
cost analysis. 
All of the work will have to be 
approved by the instructor of the 
course and the instructor of the 
lab. 
Lisa Geissenhainer a junior 
hotel administration major said 
working in the MUB is a valuable 
experience. It gives you the 
REHIRING, page 6 
These four clowns appeared healthy as they walked the halls during the health fair 




The appointment of a dean for the college of Life Science and 
Agriculture has been postponed until an undetermined date, 
according to Gordon Haaland, vice president for Ac"demic 
·Affairs. The previous target date was April 13. 
Winthrop Skoglund, chairman of the animal science depart-
ment, said the search committee had reviewed the four final-
ists and "made a definite recommendation" to Haaland on 
Monday. Haaland has not yet acted on the recommenda-
tion. Skoglund refused to make the recommendation public. 
The finalists for the post are the department's action dean, 
Lincoln Peirce, W.A. Cowan of the Universitv of Connecti-
cut, Howard Rollins of Ohio State and Kurt Feltner of Mon-
tana State. 
The new dean will replace Harry Keener, who retired last year. 
Keener was dean for 17 years. 
Elections next week 
The Student Government election coordinating committee will 
be accepting applications for student senators until tomorrow 
evening, according to Cheryl Brown, election coordinator. 
"We still need petitions from commuter senators," Brown said 
yesterday. "We have enough petitions from the dorms and plenty 
from Greeks, but we are always willing to accept more." 
Elections for the 46 student senator positions will be on April 24 
and25. 
Voting will be at the Memorial Union Building, the library, Mc-
Connell Hall and Stoke Hall. 
Connors elected 
Jim Connors was elected chairman of the Memorial Union 
Building's Board of Governors (BOG) last Tuesday night. He took 
office immediately. 
Connors, a junior economics major/business minor, has se~v.ed 
on the BOG for the past two semesters as a non-Student Activity 
Tax organization representative. 
His concerns for next semester include the commuter center, 
the MUB's cafeteria and Pub and better communication by the 
board to constituents. 
"I want the MUB board to be increasingly more aware of 
students' wants and needs. Also, people should be more aware of 
the MUB and the facilities it has to off er," Connors said. 
Blood drive 
The final Durham Red Cross Blood Drive of this semester was 
"extraordinarily good," according to Jarry Stearns, chairwoman 
of the drive. 
During the four-day drive, 1069 pints of blood were collect~d 
from 1106 donors. Stearns said the turn-out was very good for this 
time of year. 
Request denied 
Strafford County Superior Court denied this week a Dover real 
estate agency's request to temporarily stop Durham from block-
ing Bayview Road where it connects with Young Drive. 
Elizabeth Fischer, of the Fischer Homes Inc., said the agency 
will now take the matter to court to try and get a permanent in-
junction against the road closing. 
She said the fact that the court ruled against a temporary in-
junction was no indication of what the final decision will be. 
The agency claims that the sealing off of the road will cause ir-
reparable harm to its Young Drive duplex housing development. 
The development is rented mostly by UNH students. 
The town voted to close the Bayview Road section in March, 
saying that traffic from the duplex houses was a threat to pedes-
trians on Bayview Road. 
The road has since been blocked off with boulders and sand 
piles. · . · 
Fischer said the agency is now waiting for a court date to be 
set. "We have no idea when that will be," she said. "These things 
take a long time.'' 
The weather 
Today's weather will be partly cloudy with daytime highs bet-
ween 50 and 55 degrees, according to the National Weather Ser-
vice in Concord. Tonight will be clear with lows in the 30's. 
Tomorrow will be mostly sunny with highs in the mid 50's. 
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Career Office draws crowd 
By Beth Albert 
Career Planning and 
Placement is one of the busiest 
offices on campus. Students pre-
register now for appointments 
with prospective employers next 
fall, and it takes two weeks to see 
one of the three counselors. 
The career planning counseling 
is done on a one to one basis. "All 
students including graduate 
students and alumni use this ser-
vice. We discuss different job 
opportunities, goals and explore 
areas of interest,'' Doherty said. 
In the past year, the three 
counselors have not increased· 
their individual appointments~ 
however, Doherty said that figure 
might go up this year. 
The second area, the group 
programs that include career ex-
ploration modules, have in-
creased by 54 percent from 1976 
to 1978. 
Moira Paddock, a senior 
English major, attended one of the 
six-week modules this year. She 
CAREER OFFICE, page 5 
Edward Doherty, director of 
Career Planning and Placement, 
said the reason is that students 
want the service. 
"Today there are more stu-
dents· than jobs available. A few 
years ago students· could ask em-
ployers what they had to -offer. 
Now employers ask students why 




The original employment ser-
vice was created in 1929 by 
Alumni Secretary Edward 
Blewett. "The Bureau of Appoir:it-
ments was a student employment 
commission for graduating 
seniors,'' said Robert Keesey, 
assistant to the president. 
In the 1936-1937 academic year 
there were only 281 graduates. 
"That shows what a small ser-
vice the bureau was," Keesey 
said. 
Last year, some 5,000 students 
used the service. 
Today the office in Huddleston 
Hall offers career planning coun-
seling and resume workshops in 
addition to placement for 
graduate students. 
By Willard Tucker 
Legalized gambling in New 
Hampshire will remain limited to 
horse racing, greyhound racing· 
and sweepstakes, according to a 
panel presentation by six top 
gambling officials in the MUB 
Tuesday night. 
"Horse racing is in trouble in 
this stat'e, and we don't think this 
is any time to expand," said Rep. 
Kathleen Ward (Littleton), 
chairwoman of the House 
Regulated Revenues Committee. 
Ward has opposed several House 
bills favoring the introduction of 
slot machines, casinos and gam-
bling on jai-alai games in the 
state. Those bills were defeated. 
Ward told two dozen people at-
tending the presentation New 
Hampshire netted $20 million 
from legalized gambling in 1978, 
but added horse racing in the 
state is struggling and needs 
financial boost. · 
In her opposition to betting on 
jai-alai Ward quipped, "Never 
gamble on anything that speaks, 
because if it can speak it can 
deal, and if it can deal it can 
make a deal." 
Both Ward and another 
panelist, Beatrice Kowalski, 
chairwoman of the Connecticut 
Commission on Special Revenue, 
felt that casinos did not belong in 
either New Hampshire or Con-
GAMBLING, page 6 
Planas speaks against Marcos 
Filipino lawyer Charito Planas criticized the regime of 
Filipino president .Ferdinand Marcos during a speech in 
McConnell Hall Tuesday night. (Jonathan Blake photo) 
By Joy Bleakney . 
Filipino dissident Chanto 
Planas called for the removal of 
American militarv oower in the 
Philippines so a revolution against 
President Ferdinand Marcos 
could take place within five 
years, in a speech at McConnell 
Hall Tuesday night. 
"The only thing stopping them 
(the revolutionists) is the 
military support the dictator 
(Marcos) is getting from the U.S. 
air base there,'' Plana said 
before her audience of eight 
people. "The ~ .S. air base ~s 
there for offensive reasons and is 
not needed." 
Planas said Americans should 
back the Filipinos. ''How short are 
memories here. You have always 
supported the unwanted leaders. 
If Marcos falls, so-will you." 
The speech was sponsored by 
the United Campus Ministry, the 
Friends of Filipino People, and 
the New England Human Rights 
Network. 
· "I notice there are more 
women here than men," Planas 
began. "In our country we say tlkit 
the great men of our country are 
women." Her joke relaxed the 
tension in the room, for a 
moment. 
In her strong Filipino accent, 
Planas spoke about her 14 months 
PLANAS, page 7 
Moti.ntie and mount will 
make rounds in Durham 
By Pam Dey 
If you see a horse trotting around 
campus ridden by a police of-
ficer, don't jump to conclusions. 
You are not in Boston. You are 
not in Central Park. 
The horse is named Shiloh and 
his rider is Pat Hanson of the 
UNH Police Department. Hansen 
is preparing Shiloh for police 
patrol of the campus. 
UNH police Lt. Paul Ross said 
he hopes the team will begin 
patrolling by the first of June. 
"Were in a training-evaluation 
period for April and May," he 
said. 
Hansen spends half of each of 
her eight hour shifts working with 
Shiloh, familiarizing him with the 
sights and sounds of a universtiy 
environment. 
"It takes a horse with a nice 
disposition to handle the unex-
pected things that could happen 
around him while on duty,'' Ross· 
explained. 
Cars and sirens do not bother 
Shiloh but, "with all the people 
around he can't figure out what 
the rush is all about. He'll ac-
climate himself to it though," 
Hansen said. 
The department hopes to send 
Hanson and Shiloh to the Univer-
stiy of Conneticut for a week of 
training with UConn's horse 
patrol unit. 1'h'e1 :u~nit 's 'd1rector J 
will also work with the horse to 
determine his temperament. 
"Some horses can't hack it," said 
Ross. 
UConn is offering free training 
and evaluation provided Hanson 
can get to Connecticut. She ex-
timated the trip would cost $90 to 
$100. She would be given a horse 
trailer for Shiloh and she is trying 
to obtain a camper t-0 stay in. 
·'All I would need is gas and 
food money, but if the funds 
aren't available, I won't go," she 
said. 
The Alumni Association 
originally offered some $1500 to 
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Pub may charge 
cover next year 
By Laura Meade ;SAT) or any other sources , 
·· Students may have to pay a although it is subsidized by the 
cover charge to get into the MUB MUB board of governors if they 
Pub next semester. run into a deficit problem. The 
The charge would cover any pub has requested $6800 from the 
loss of revenue caused if the legal board of governors to subsidize 
drinking age in New Hampshire entertainment costs, according to 
rises to 20 years old, according to J. Gregg Sanborn, director of the 
Peter Kelley, president of the MUB. 
MUB Pub board of directors. According to Kelley, the pub is 
"If we don't sell beer, we won't "kept alive" by beer sales. "It'd 
bring in enough revenue to cover be tough to be open without any 
the costs of the bands." said revenue," he said, "because we 
Kelley. "People aren't going to sit can't pay for the bands." 
around all night drinking Pepsi." The MUB Pub is geared to 
Under its current liquor license fre~hmen and sophomores. 
the MUB Pub cannot have a cover "Without it, a lot of17, 18 and 19 
charge if beer is served. If the year olds won't have a place to 
pub does not serve alcohol, it does go," said David Carle, a member 
not have to toHow that hquor ot the PulJ's ooarct of cttrectors. 
commission law. "Th·e MUB Pub would provide 
The State House voted last them a place to go. I'd like to see 
week to raise the New Hamp- it stay open without alcohol," he 
shire drinking age from 18 to 20. said. 
The bill is now being examined by It is too late for the Pub lo 
a Senate committee. · receive SAT funds for next year, 
Some freshman and so it is looking for alternatives, 
sophomores oppose the cover with and without liquor. 
Sunset from Williamson Hall (Heidi Anderberg photo) 
Granite is due next month 
charge idea. ''I'd come to the One idea is for the MUB Pub to 
MUB even if they didn't sell sell beer on alternate nights so 
beer," said 18-year-old Penny the entire student population 
Perham, "but I wouldn't pay a could be served. "We'd have no 
By Laura Locke 
Yearbook staff members now 
predict that the 1978 Granite may 
arrive before the end of the 
semester, nearly nine months af-
ter its original October deadline. 
"The yearbook is now at the 
printer's,'' said Nick Novick, 1979 
photography editor. "We hope to 
get it before the end of the year 
but I really can't say that it will 
arrive by then." 
The final pages of the 1978 
Granite were shipped to the prin-
ter's a few weeks ago, Novick 
said. In February, the 1978 year-
book staff set the yearbook's 
arrival date at March. 
"It's the same story," Novick 
said. "We had major staff prob-
lems last year.'' 
The yearbook's problems eru2t-
ed when Bob Gerek, editor-in-
chief of the 1978 Granite, went to 
graduate school and left the lay-
out plans to Novick, said 1979 
editor Sue Movsesian. The 1978 
yearbook did not have a lay-out 
editor. 
Movesesian said a new 
position, associate editor, has 
been added to the 1979 yearbook 
staff to prevent similar problems 
in the future. 
"The associate editor's major 
duty will be to assist the editor-in-
chief," Movsesian said. "We 
won't bring in someone whose 
never worked on the book before. 
To do a good job, you have to 
know the ropes." · 
The Granite staff has already 
chosen next year's associate edi-
tor, Movsesian said. 
According to Novick, the 1978 
yearbook will be sent to all 1978 
graduates. If the book arrives 
later than May, 1979 graduates 
will be added to the yearbook's 
mailing list, he said. 
Last July, the yearbook 
avoided costly penalties when the 
cover charge without beer." problems with underage kids 
Others would agree to pay the because everyone has to pass 
printers waived the deadline. cover charge "for live bands, but through the doormen,'' Carle 
"The printers waived the late not for Rick Bean." said. 
fees," Novick said, "so we didn't The MUB Pub is a non-profit Kelley said the Pub has done 
· have to pay any extra money. organization which serves some well with entertainment this 
They knew it had gotten out of 1200 students a week, 14 weeks a year. "We've had some excellent 
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ing from the Student Activity Tax 
Maine man arraigned in 
UNH-woman assault case 
By Michael Kelly 
The Maine man charged with 
the abduction and kidnapping of a 
20-year-old UNH woman has been 
arraigned on two charges in 
Maine courts, and faces federal 
prosecution as well. 
Reginald Cabana, 40, of 2 Ber-
wick Ave., Sanford, Me., was 
arraigned Wednesday on charges 
of kidnapping and attempting to 
rape an unidentified UNH 
student. A third charge, aggra-
vated assault, was dropped. 
Cabana's bail, previously set at 
$10,000, was increased to $20,000. 
Fifty percent of that must be paid 
in cash before he can leave 
Penodscot County Jail in Bangor, 
Me. 
a kidnapping that crossed state 
lines. 
Police believe Cabana gave a 
car ride Wednesday morning to a 
UNH woman on Mill Road in 
Durham. He then took her to Old 
Camp Lee, a former boy scout 
camp in Epping, where he 
sexually assaulted her. 
New police station planned 
Cabana faces further indict-
ment on a federal charge of 
kidnapping, brought by U.S. Atty. 
William Shaheen in Concord. 
A grand jury hearing has been 
set in Concord for next Tuesday. 
Then, police say, he took the 
victim to his house in Sanford, 
Me., where he attempted to rape 
her. She escaped and was taken 
to the Sanford Police Station by a 
"young fell ow who was playing 
ball near the house,'' said San-
ford police Lt. Wayne Patch. 
By Willard Tucker 
Plans for a new police station 
to house the displaced Durham 
Police Department are being 
considered by the Board of Select-
men. 
The department's previous 
location in the old Town Hall, 
which it shared with the district 
court, was partiall-y destroyed by 
a fire on February 20. 
Since the blaze, the selectmen 
have decided to renovate the 
building, turning it entirely into a 
court facility. 
The preliminary architectural 
plans for a new police station, 
submitted to the Selectmen by 
Police Chief Ray Burrows, 
estimate the cost of the new 
D'Am.Ours speaks to 
UNH poll sci students 
By Heth Albert 
New Hampshire Congressman 
Norm D 'Amours told a class 
Tuesday morning that the multi-
billion dollar national deficit will 
be balanced by 1981. 
Spe~king to Assistant 
Professor Robert Craig's 
political science class, D'Amours 
said, "we will probably have a 
balanced national budget by 1981 
give or take a billion dollars.'' 
D'Amours spoke for half an 
hour to some 50 students. 
He gave his views on the 
economy, the energy crisis, an 
overview of the role of The House 
of Representatives and the 
position of young congressman in 
Washington. 
D'Amours, a Democrat, is serv-
ing his third term and has been 
cast as one of "the new breed" of 
congressmen. 
''I don't see myself as part of a 
new breed. Over half the house 
said D'Amours. "The majority of 
the congressmen are young in ex-
perience." 
Students were interested in 
political parties roles especially 
since the House has been called 
weak because of its lack of lead-
ership. 
D'Amours said there is no con-
sensus in the House so there is no 
party unity. 
"Political parties followed 
politicians acting as individual. 
The coalition is the result of like-
minded people. The coalition 
should not come before the people 
in it,'' he said. 
D' Amours said the oil short-
ages are contrived by oil cartels 
and oil producing nations. 
"I supported Carter's proposal 
he made two years ago to have a 
100 percent excess profits tax on 
oil companies. The revenues 
would be passed on to alternative 
has been elected-only since ·19'741'J . D'AMOURS, page 13 
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station at $200,000. 
According to Burrows, the 
department was cramped in the 
old quarters. Now they are 
working out of a smaller area in 
the town office buildings next 
door until a new station is built. 
He said he knew of no other 
buildings in the town where there 
was enough space to temporarily 
house the department. 
The town-university advisory 
committee Monday mght ·con-
sidered the possibility of a joint 
police-fire complex to be built on 
the B-lot site of the currently-
proposed fire station. 
Selectman Larry Finnegan, ~ 
who favored a joint complex, said 
"We want to put together the 
most economical public safety 
package for the town." 
"I wouldn't have any problems 
with such a complex," Burrows 
said. 
The Durham-UNH Fire Depart-
ment has objected to the 
proposal. Fire Chief Johnathan 
Greenawalt said he was opposed 
to any changes in the original B- . 
lot fire station package. 
Greenawalt said that if the 
town had considered a municipal 
building from the start five years 
ago when plans began for the new 
fire station, he might have gone 
along. 
The charges brought against 
Cabana involve federal 
authorities because they involve FOLLOW-UP, page 6 
The town-university advisory 
committee will make recom-
mendations to the Board of Select-
men after they reach a final 
decision on a municipal complex 
on April 30. 
. 'l. 1.1 , 
Thompson Hall reflects eerily in the window of a car parked 
nearby. (Jan Brubacher photo) 
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Profs say teaching suffers 
Tennis & Racketball 
Rackets-Balls-Clothes-Shoes 




. -~Grips altered & replaced 
LOUISES SPORT SHOP 
Mill Rd. 9:30-5:30 
Plaza 868-S141 
Durham Mon._-Sat. 
-- . -....... _ ... _ 
AP!· 20-22: Renegade 
Apr. 24-29: Skinny Kid 
May 1-2: Aces & Eight 
TEACHING 
continued from page 1 
"There.lias been tension, but I 
don't think my teaching has been 
affected." 
Schwarz was a member of the 
Professional Standards Commit-
tee that examined grievances 
against Spitz. 
Political Science Professors 
George Romoserand Bernard 
Gordon, and Associate 
Professors John Kayser and 
David Moore filed the grievances 
against Spitz for his participation 
in Brown's promotion and tenure 
case. 
"There's been a lot of strain, no 
question about that," said 
Romoser. "The faculty has had a 
::,train. But there i:s uu t:v itlt:ut:t: 
students have been affected." 
tUchard Downs, chairman of 
the sociology and anthropology 
department said, "I don't think it 
would be honest to say it (the 
issue) has interfered with 
teaching'. · 
"That's oratorical hyperbole, I 
would say." 
History chairman Charles 
Clark said, "I can't see but that it 
hasn't hurt the political science 
department." 
Clark said he can't see how 
some professors can teach when 
they are "carrying on a crusade 
against a dean.'' 
There has been an affect on the 
rest -of the college, but not a 
"crippling one," said Clark. 
"It's affected alf of us to some 
degree," said Clark. "It inter-
feres with the thinking process 
we'd rather devote to our classes 
and scholarship.'' 
Lawrence O'Connell, who re-
signed as chairman of the political 
science department this week be-
cause of department dissension in 
the department over the Spitz'. 
issue, said he hoped the issue 
wasn't affecting teaching in the 
department. · 
"I'm doing my best to make 
sure it doesn't affect my teach-
ing," O'Connell said. 
"I have to 111ak.t <Ul tAtnt 
special effort to concentrate in 
class," said Susan White, 
associate professor of political 
science. "I have to drive it out of 




continued from page 1 
pected the proposal and funding 
for it to be approved by the 
University System's Board of 
Trustees and by UNH President 
Eugene Mills. 
Trustee Chairman Richard 
Morse, whose board will consider 
the proposal this Saturday, 
declined to comment on the pro-
posal's chances. 
Although Glasser and Cox de-
clined to reveal the sources for 
funding the expanded services, 
they seemed sure funding was 
forthcoming. 
Most students interviewed said 
they had not noticed a change in 
the quality of their professor's 
teaching. 
Student senator Randy Walker, 
a junior political science major, 
said his professors' teaching 
hadn't suffered. 
Other students said they 
thought teaching was good, but 
were puzzled by the events in the 
department. 
"A lot of poli-sci majors are 
asking each other what these 
guys are doing," said Laurel 
Albano, a senior political science 
major. 
"I really don't know what's 
going on," said Kathy Condit, a 
junior political science major. "It 
:sttms so compllcated. · · 
Student Body President Doug 
Cox said he was appalled at was 
going on. "They should just get 
this thing over as soon as 
posslbie/' said Cox, a senior po-
litical science major. . 
get boost 
commuter problems, said he had 
"no fear" the proposal would be 
passed. 
"It's just going to roll. Kidder 
is ready to go, and I'm sure that 
this will all be here by next 
year," said Langan. 
Cox and Glasser said they plan-
ned to meet soon with Kidder and 
work out the yet unsolved aspects 
of the proposal. 
Granite due 
Tues: College I.D •. Night 
Wed: Ladies Night 
Thurs: Beggar's Night 
9;iii~iii~=-----iiiiiii ''The funding is already plan-
11 ned, and I'm 99 percent sure we'll 
next IDonth 
STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE 
HAS LOWEST STEREO 
PRICES 
Pioneer ·sx 780 Receiver $24!1 
Technica SL3300 1 Turntable $125. 
Akei CS702D Ceaaette t126-. 
Our Free Catalog has many more deals on 
major brands, even lower prices on our 
monthly specials sheet. Send now and'find 
out how to buy current $7.98 list lp's for 
$3 .69. Stereo Clearance House Dept CH68 
1029 Jacoby St., Johnstown. Pa. 15902. 
Phone Quotes 814-536-1611 
Boston University 
·summer Term 1979 
FIRST SESSION: MAY 22-JUNE 29 
SECOND SESSION: JULY 2-AUGUST 10 
This summer Boston University again offers over 700 courses in 
subjects ranging from Anthropology to Theology. You can study 
Communication in Washington or Education in Moscow, the 
Philosophy of Art or the Philosophy of Science, the Psychology 
of Learning, or the Psychology of Play. There is something for 
college students and college teachers; for sociologists and psy-
chologists, for mathematicians and computer technicians, for 
business majors and music minors. You can study Biology or 
Broadcasting, Counseling or Classics, Photography or Physics, 
Social Education or Social Work. From Logic to Rhetoric, from 
theory to practice, from morning 'til evening Boston University 
has what you need-and this •••••••••••••--
summer, it just might be the I Boston University Summer Term I 
best investment you'll ever I 755 Commonwealth Ave. I 
make. I Boston, Mass. 02215 I 
Sendforthe I I 
Bulletin today or I Name I 
call (617) 353-4128 I Add"" I 
Boston University admits students regardless of I I 
their race. color. national origin . religion, sex . age . I City ____ State Zip I 
handicap, and veteran status to all its programs I UNH-4 I 
and activities . 
get it," said Cox. 
Vice President for Student Af-
fairs Richard Stevens, whose of-
fice drafted the proposal, was un-
available for comment. 
Donald Langan, a former 
student. ·vice president for com-
muter affairs and, until this 
week, chairman of a stuqenJ 
government committee studying 
' 
GRANITE 
continued from page 3 
hand." 
- The 1979 Granite is right on 
schedule, Movsesian said. 
"There's no way we could 
make the same mistakes. Not af-
ter the hell we went through this 





By Jean-Claude van ltallie 
Directed by Gilbert B. Davenport 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center April 23-28 at 8 PM 
University of New Hampshire April 25 at 2 PM 
~IYS'rl~ltY 
J>J .. i\Y 
General: $3 , $4 
Student/Military/Sen ior: $2, $3 
Reservations: 
(603) 862-2290 
Dinner-theater package available 
---.'------------------------------------i__ __ ....:_ ___________________ .J 
Career office draws crowd 
CAREER OFFICE 
continued from page 2 
said the program was valuable. 
"I'm interested in publishing 
and I learned about jobs, what 
type of experience I need, how to 
get information about em-
ployment opportunities," said 
Paddock. "For example, I used a 
man in Hampton to help me find 
out information about the 
publishing business. It was a real 
eye-opener for me,'' she said. 
Chris Engel, a business ad-
ministration major, said he went 
to resume critiques. "The coun-
selors offer advice about how to 
set up a resume. I also sent my 
resume to personnel managers 
on the advice of a counselor," he 
said. 
Engel is so impressed by the 
s:orvices: he thinki> it s:hould bo 
mandatory that every student 
use the programs. 
''I think there should be a course 
offered to freshmen and 
sophomores to prepare them for 
interviews, resume writing and 
employment information," he 
said. 
Marv-Lou Previte qgreed with 
Engel on the Placement Office's 
vaiUe. 




continued from page 2 
help finance the mounted police 
program, but the President's 
Council voted not to release the 
funds. 
''They decided the program 
was not high enough on their list 
of priorities," Ross said. 
Hanson continued, "They don't 
want to put out money until they 
see if the idea works.'' 
So the program depends on 
donations and "whatever we can 
scrape out of our budget,'' said 
Hanson. 
Shiloh, an 11-year-old gelding, 
was donated last summer by a 
Melvin Village couple. Hanson's 
saddle is on loan from the 
manager of the UNH horse barns. 
The bridle was borrowed from a 
friend. The Lee tack shop gave 
grooming utensils and four 
students offered to care for Shiloh 
over the winter at the UNH horse 
barns where he is kept. 
"People have come through 
with the necessities," said Han-
son. 
Hanson enjoys her new work. 
"After all I haven't had anybody 
come up to the cruiser and give 
me an apple. I'm looking forward 
to the apples this summer," she 
said. 
Campus reception of the 
program has been "excellent," 
Hanson said. Mounted police are 
good for public relations. 
Ross told of one Sunday when 
Pat took Shiloh out, 75 to 100 
students came up to her, patted 
Shiloh and wanted to know about 
the program. 
Last fall, students, faculty, 
deans and members of the UNH 
grounds crew were polled and 
"we got the o.k. to go ahead with 
the program," said Hanson. 
A major problem faced by the 
program is Shiloh's droppings, 
"but don't blame all the brown · 
spots on me,'' Hanson said. "Once 
he's on a regular schedule we'll 
be able to control him better. It's 
an uphill climb for us.,,· 
Mounted police increase 
patrolling capabilities, according 
to Hanson. 
"With Shiloh we'll be able to in-
crease our functional control," 
she said. 
A horse can get across campus 
faster than a patrol car. "A horse 
doesn't have to fight traffic," 
Hanson explained. 
A horse can also travel faster 
than a man on foot. According to 
Ross, "response time is cut in 
half." 
terview workshop were really 
helpful. Barbara Babkirk <one of 
the assistant counselors) proof 
read my resume and showed m.e 
how to write cover letters. 
''The workshops were infor-
mal, but they were informative," 
Previte said. 
Paddock said most of her 
workshops had three to eight 
people~ 
The third service, the em-
ployment interview, is most 
popular with engineering and 
business students. 
During the recruiting period 
from October to April, students 
put on their best clothes and go to 
Huddleston interviews with 
potential employers. 
.-.We use the punch system," 
Doherty said. "Each student 
gots: ton firs:t choice punches: for 
the recruiting period which mean 
a guarantee of ten interviews. 
''Students get their card 
punched when they sign up for 
interviews on the Monday before 
the company representative is at 
UNI-i. Students may try for an in-
terview on Tuesday without 
giving up a punch, but they are 
not guaranteed an appointment." 






rolli nsf ord 
system lets all students have an 
equal chance at meeting with 
prospective employers." 
Engel said he used eight of his 
ten punches during the year. 
"The interviews usually last for a 
half an hour. They are actual job 
interviews-suit and tie," he said. 
Jeff Wesnofske, another 
business senior, sa1a ne mu nm 
use Career Planning and 
Placement because he intends to 
go to graduate school. 
lif decided to do 'it on my own. 
lf 1 don't get into grad school I 
have connections in New York for 
a job. My end goal is to be in grad 
school in the next two years," 
Wesnofske said. 
Previte said the interview ser-
vice did not help her because her 
major of home economics and 
coni>umor dudies is not the typo 
conducive to recruiting. 
Doherty said evaluations by 
students overwhelmingly praised 
the programs. "The assistants, 
Mary Jane Perna and Barbara 
Babkirk, also have been received 
favorably, he said. 
Previte agreed, adding that she 
was taught how to relax and con-
duct herself in front of employ-
ers. 
The Dover/Rollinsford Oar House 
will be open foryourdining pleasure 
<:tocluotim Doy, SLrd:Jy, Nay 20, 1979 
5:00 p.m. til 10:00 p.m. 
Please make your reservarions early 
749-2233 
( .. tN-W0MENJ 
STUDENTS/TEACHERS 
Earn $500.00 in 5 
DA VS CAMPING WHERE-
EVER YOU WISH THIS SUMMER 
GUARANTEEDll! 
Let us tell you how. 
For Free Details 
Send Name and Address: 
CAMPING-H 
Graf-MOR PUBLISHING 
P.O . BOX 327 
N. Billerica, MA 01862 
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-campus calendar--: 
FRIDA Y, April 20 , 
SEMINAR ON NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS: 
"Philosophical Reflections on Differential Dynamics In~ 
eluding Catastrophe Theory," Professor Val Dusek, 
Philosophy. DeMeritt Hall, Room 304, from 1-2 p.m. 
SCOPE CONCERT: Featuring Rick Derringer, with special 
guest "Magnet." Granite State Room, Memorial Union, at 8 
p.m. UNH students $5.50; general admission and at the 
door (if tickets still available) $6.50. Reserved seats only. 
FA CUL TY RENAISSANCE MUSIC RECITAL: Robert 
· Stibler, brass, and John Wicks, organ. Scudder Gallery, 
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: R!lckas, rock and roll, 8 p.m. 
SATURDAY, Aril 21 
THE 26th LITTLE ROY AL LIVESTOCK SHOW: Putnam 
Pavilion, 0 a.m. 1:30 p.m. Corne join the fun1 Admission 
will be charged for chicken barbecue meal. Sponsored by 
the UNH Animal Industry Club. 
HOME ECONOMICS CAREER DAY: UNH alumni will 
speak on their careers and how they acquired them. Pettee 
Hall, from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. A lunc~1eon will be served from 1-
2 p.m. Everyone is welcome. Sponsored by Phi Upsilon 
Omicron. _ 
MEN'S BASEBALL: Rhode Island, Brackett Field, 12:30 
p.m. Doubleheader. 
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: Vermont, Brackett Field, 2 p.m. 
Doubleheader. 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Chris White, 
cello, and Greg Duhuclet, composition/violin. Bratton 
Recital Hall, Paul Creat\ve Arts Center, 3 p.m. 
SQUARE DANCE: Professional caller; refreshments. Come 
and learn to square dance. Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 7:30-11:30 p.m. Admission $1. Sponsored by 
Navigators, Campus Crusade for Christ, and lntervarsity 
Christian Fellowship. 
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING: Snively Arena, 8 p. m. 
General admission $4; reserved seats $5. Sponsored by In-
tramural Club Sports. 
MUB PUB: Ruckas, rock and roll, 8 p.m. 
SUNDAY, April 22 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT JUNIOR RECITAL: Lila Mori, 
soprano, and Suzanne Dimmock, soprano. Bratton Recital 
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m. 
PROJECTIONS: "Last Tango In Paris," directed by Bernar-
do Bertolucci, and starring Marlon Brando and Maria 
Schneider. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 
p.m. Admission 75¢ or MUSO Film Pass. 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: John Mor-· 
neau, saxophone. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts 
Center, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p.m. 
MONDAY, April 23 
HUMAN SEXUALITY MONTH: "Love," a film by Leo 
Buscaglia of the University of Southern California. The film 
is directed at the dynamics of human relationships. Stoke 
Lounge, 7 p.m. 
MUSO PRESENTATION: Fred Bavendam, underwater 
photographer, will lecture on marine life, and the diving 
and photo equipment needed to capture elusive sea 
creatures. He will also present slides on diving adventures in 
the Virgin Islands, Florida, and New England. 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Mystery Play," the farce by 
Jean-Claude van Italie. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. UNH 
students/senior citizens/military $2; general admission $3. 
TUESDAY, April 24 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL:' "The Cultural Exchange," 
exhibits from around the world. Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sponsored by Student Activities. 
· Festival continues on Wednesday, April 25. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Impressionism in the 
Visual Arts and in Music," Mark B. DeVoto, Music. 
Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT STUDENT RECITAL: Bratton 
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 1 p.m. 
The New Hampshire <USPS 379-280) is ptiblished and distributed ~mi-weekly i 
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the ' 
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office hours: 
Tuesday. and Thursday_ I !O 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. ~ 
Academic year subscription: $9.00. Second class postage paid at Durham, 
N.!I; 03!12~ -- Advertisers should ~heck their ads the first day. The New Hamp-., 
shir~ will m no case be respo~1ble fo~ ty~graphical or ot~~errors, but will 
~eprmt. tha~ part o.f an advertisement m which a typog~pl)i~~or appears, 
1£ not1f1ed 1mmed1ately. POSTMASTER: send address c~-to The New 
~lampshire. Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham, N.11. Q:~2..t :: 1fjM)o copies per 
!ssut- printt-d al Courit-r Publishing Co .. Rochester, N.11 . . 
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G~~bling 
GAMBLING 
continued from page 2 
necticut. --· --- --
"I think they belong in resort 
places like Atlantic City,'' 
Kowalski said. 
petition from newer and more ac-
tive tracks in Massachusetts are 
forcing New Hampshire tracks to 
stay open longer and run more 
races. Connors said this is taking 
a toll on the horses. 
"In the horse racing business, 
you can beat your wife or shoot 
your mother-in-law, but don't 
ever get caught drugging a horse," 
Connors said. 
At Tuesday's presentation, 
Ward said the House was con-
sidering a bill to revitalize the 
horse racing business in the 
state. Wednesday, the bill was 
passed in legislature. 
Ward said problems with the 
horse racing industry were in-
directly related to the state's 
reliance on out-of-staters. 
. Timothy Connors, chairman_ of 
the New Hampshire Racing 
Commission, supported_ Wards 
' ''Many of the horses are going 
lame," he said. Racing on frozen 
tracks during the winter causes 
leg problems for the thorough-
breds, so chemical muscle 
relaxers are often used to ease 
the pain. 
The bill allows the tracks to 
keep a higher percentage of their 
gate receipts. This will hopefully 
attract better horses to the 
tracks, encourage larger bets 
and generate more iiicome, Ward 
said. 
claim.. -
"New Hampshire relies on out of 
state people to do 85 to 90 percent 
of its wagering," he said. 
"Then the horses don't realize 
they're straining something until 
it breaks," Connors said. 
Recently, increased com-
If a horse is found to be illegally 
drugged, he said, the trainer is 
immediately suspended and in-
vestigations follow. 
The presentation was spon-
sored by ~igma Nu fraternity. 
• notices 
GENERAL 
OPEN HOUSE--MOBILE LEARNING CENTER: 
The Mobile Learning Center will be on campus Monday, 
April 23, behind Barton Hall, at 5:30 p.m. The Center ac-
comodates either lecture or group discussions, food ser-
vice equipment, and a multi-media .center with an ex-
tensive collection of resource materials on food and 
nutrition. Upon completion of the training session, par-
ticipants receive a certificate of achievement. Courses 
are recognized for certification purposes by the New 
Hampshire School Food Service Association. Sponsored 
by Nutrition At Work. 
THE CAFE FRANCAIS scheduled for Wednesday, April 
25 HAS BEEN CANCELLED. There will be one final 
Cafe Franca is on May 2, and all interested faculty and 
students are invited to attend. 
19-MILE BIKE RIDE TO SHOW SUPPORT FOR 
SAFER BICYCLING: Saturday, April 28, at 1 p.m. The 
ride starts at the Shop & Save parking Jot. The purpose 
of the ride is to support safer bicycling in and around 
Durham and to raise money for paving bike paths. 
Riders can ride just to show support, or can pick up 
sponsor forms at the Outing Club Office in the Memorial 
Union, Durham Bike Shop, The Outback, Town & Cam-
pus, and Louise's Spprt Shop. A ten-speed bike is one of 
several prizes for the largest contributions collected. 
Rain date Sunday, April 29. 
EXHIBIT OF BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS: 
Black and white photograpm by David Batchelder will 
water in many different forms. Hours for the show are 8 
a.m.-6p.m ., Monday-Friday. 
CENA MAJICANA: Enchiladas, picadillo, sangria y 
postre--todo por solo $2.50. Cenaremos este domingo, 22 
abril, 5-7 do la tarde, en la Mini Residencia de Lenguas 
(Casa Marston) . Se puede conseguir una entrada de 
Elena Fern_ald, Murkland 209, Susana Gonye, Mk. 3-03, o' 
Charlene McGhee, Casa Marston. 
CHE-LU KARATEDEMONSTRATION: Presented by 
John Mason and the people of the Society of the Golden 
Mantis. Wednesday, April 25th, Granite State Room, 
Memorial Union Building, 7-8 p.m. Admission sot. 
ACADEMIC 
SPECIAL LECTURE ON THE EDUCATION FOR ALL 
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT: Tuesday, April 24, 
Hewitt Hall, Room 216, from 12:30-2 p.m. The le<;turer 
is senior Occupational Therapy student Linda Carlton. 
. She wfff di-aw on fmdfugs from a slx::IIlonth research 
project. The lecture Wlll cover the law's background and 
content, the law's development, and New Hampshire 's 
compliance. 
LINGUISTICS MEETING: Wednesday, April 25, 
Hamilton-Smith Hall, Room 129, at 4 p.m. Professor 
Philip Lewis, member of the French faculty at Cornell 
University and Editor-in-Chief of "Diacritics" will 
speak on semiotics. 
CAREER 
be on exhibit in the Hewitt Hall exhibition corridor CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 4, Module 
through April 30. Batchelder, an alumnus of UNH, is E: Decision Making. This module will assist you in your 
director of the Plymouth State College Art Gallery and own career decision-making by examining different 
teaches photography at the college. The show includes decision-making strategies. Tuesday, April 24, Grafton 
==t:ra=i--ts=, .im=ri:essi;io;ns;:of=·u.nk0ed;:a0




continued from page 1 
. feeling of what it's like towork in 
a large kitchen,'' she said. 
This semester 403 students did 
their lab work in Barton Hall. 
They used the home economics 
Assault 
FOLLOW-UP 
continued from page 3 
The exact location of the first 
assault was learned this week af-
ter Durham police took the vic-
tim to the spot where they had 
found some evidence apparently 
connected to the incident. 
"She (the victim) felt very 
strongly that it was the spot," 
sa1a uurnam ponce Lt. Paul 
Gowen. 
Sanford police have been sub-
poenaed to testify at the grand 
jury hearing, according to 
Gowen. 
"I've also been subpoenaed, 
and I believe the chief of the Lee-
police, and the victim have also 
been asked," said Gowen. 
Assistant U.S. Atty. Robert 
Kennedy admitted that a grand 
jury hearing was scheduled for 
Tuesday and testimony against 
Cabana would be heard, but . 
declined to comment further. 
In addition to facing federal 
and local charges in Maine, 
Cabana may face local charges in 
this state. Gowen said he thought 
the Epping police might bring a 
charge of sexual assault because 
of the alledged incident there. 
A spokesperson for the 
Rockingham County Attorney's 
office said she had not heard of 
any such charge brought to date. 
Epping police were unavailable 
for comment. 
Course Offerings -- Fall 1979 
Women's Studies 401 
Admn 780 




Introduction to Women's Studies TR 11-1 p .m. 
(Course satisfies General Education Group II Elizabeth Hagemam 
Requirement. Recommended as general introducation Kathy Speare 
to Women's Studies topics, such as problems Barbara Larson 
of discrimination, feminist perspectives on gender 
roles, women and literature, women in society, etc.) 
Women in Management Sec I 
Women in Management Sec II 
Topics in Discrimination: Sex Discrimination 
and employment 
Women's Literary Traditions: New 
England Women Writers 1850-1900 
Major Women Writers 
Explorations in History: 
European Women, Sex and Power 




MWF 8-9:30 a.m. 
John Korbel 
TR 11-12:30 p.m. 
'Josephine Donovan 
TR 9:30-11 a.m. 
Jean Kennard 
TR 9:30-11 a.m. 
Judith Silver 
lab to cook. 
Tracey Thatcher a freshman 
hotel administration major said 
working in the home economic 
rooms was beneficial. "The 
students learned something in 
class and then used it. Here 
though, it's a real situation, and 
· you learn more than just 
' cooking." 
· J. Gregg Sanborn director of 
student activities said WSBE and 
the student activites office will 
mutually benefit by the contract. 
"For us it will be less costly to 
run the MUB Grub because 
there'll be student involvement in 
a classroom experience. Indir-
~tly it will increase the oppor-
tunities and instruction of food 
service associates' places to 
work, and it will give an oppor-
tunity for the staff to be more 
directly involved. 
For WSBE, they'll be gaining 
financial support," Sanborn said. 
The instructor of the lab will be 
supported by the MUB ·student 
activities office. "The experience 
in food production is good 
training,'' Sanborn said. 
Along with providing lab ex-
perience for hotel students, the 
MUB service will also be hiring 
some work-study students. Hotel 
. administration students who 
work above the required amount 
of time for the lab will be paid. 
"It will be on an individual 
basis," said Sanborn. "We just 
have to make sure that students 
who are getting credits· for lab 
work aren't getting paid also.' i 
The annual contract will be 
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Planas · 
PLANAS 
continued from page 2 
of solitary confinement in a three 
by three meter room. 
"But I always look on the 
bright side of things. I look at it 
this way,'' the overweight Planas 
said. "I lost 20 pounds for free. 
And we all know how expensive it 
is to lose weight.'' 
Planas' jokes ended there. She 
then spoke of the condition of ther 
fellow people. 
THE l'ijEW HAMJ?ShllREfRH;)A¥,APRtti.20, 1919 , 1 
just to gather a glass of water.:' 
The reason for the poverty in., 
the Philippines is because the 
country is in debt, according to 
Planas. The world bank forces 
the government to emphasize ex-
ports including the food the 
people need. 
Planas called for an end to all 
aid going to industrialize the 
Philippines while Marcos is in 
power. 
"You see beautiful hotels and 
nice, clean streets while the 
Filipinos are starving. They're 
building a nuclear power plant on 
a fault line that is surrounded by 
five active volcanoes," she said. 
Planas was born in Manila, 
Philinnines. She graduated from 
the Philippines' state university 
with a degree m law. ::;he never 
VOTE 
PLANAS, page 13 
SHOESACE 
BROOKS VILLANOVA 
Reg._ $19.95 Now $14.95 
BROOKS VANTAGE 
£t~g._ $29.95 Now $23r95 
Also Lady Vantage 
Lady Villanova 
PAGE SINEN \._} ,} 
''The poverty level has grown 
from 38 percent to 48 percent since 
martial law," said Plana, hit-
ting her fist lightly on the table in 
front of her. "Twelve and a half 
million people lack food and 
~h<?}ter. People line up for hour.s 
FOR YOUR 
STUDENT SENATE 




SEA FOOD Restaurant 
State Street 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 
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. . · ~and now featuring SEVEN Solid State Pinballs 
COMPETITORS GAME ROOM 
(under the Tin Palace) 
open daily 11:00 am to midnight 
JERRY RUBIN 
"M.U.S.0. P ADVANCED TICKET SALES ONLY 
An early organizer of the student 
anti-Vietnam war movement, co· 
founder of the Youth International 
Party (yippie), author of the best-
selling book Do It!, and a member of 
the Chicago Seven accused of start· 
ing riots during the 1968 Democratic 
Convention, JERRY RUBIN, one of 
the leading political-cultural activists 
of the 1960's, was a household 
word-loved by the kids, feared by 
the parents. 
Jerry has continued to be a crea-
tive source for the 1970's. His book 
· Growing (Up) At 37 and his forth· 
coming book on male sexuality 
reflects this decade's emphasis on 
personal self-growth, honesty, health 
and vulnerability. In November 1978, 
JERRY RUBIN created the First 
Awareness Extravaganza, a 141/2· 
hour event symbolic of the 1970's 
that attracted national attention. His 
personal transformation has also 
symbolized the changes that millions 
of people have gone through during 
the past twenty years. 
TWENTY YEARS OF CHANGE 
JERRY RUBIN's lecture presen· 
talion emotionally communicates 
The 60's Experience, offering a 
unique opportunity for today's so-
called "apathetic" college students 
(who were nine-years-old at that 
time) to hear a self-critical descrip· 
lion of that incredibly important 
decade.from someone who helped 
create the headline events. His 
oral history answers the questions: 
How did the students of the 60's 
stop a war, topple two presidents, 
and change the world? How did the 
political consciousness of the 60's 
turn into the apathy and self· 
awareness of the ?O's? 
In his talk, JERRY RUBIN, a 
consciousness leader and organizer, 
will also fascinate the audience with 
his concerns for the ?O's-women's 
consciousness, health, honesty and 
an end to male chauvinism through 
men's consciousness. Rubin sees 
the 1980's as a time to unite political 
and personal awareness,. the coming 
together of twenty years of change. 
THE RESPONSES 
Here's what 2 administrators 
have to say about 
JERRY RUBIN'S program: 
"A positive program by a once con-
troversial figure who has now been 
tempered by reality. Jerry Rubin 
delivers a grand retrospective view 
of the 60's, an insightful summation 
of the ?O's, and a perceptive glance 
towards the BO's. This is a fine lecture 
presentation for anyone concerned 
with the contemporary American 
scene." 
-Joe Orabyak, Director, Co-Curriculum Programs, 
Westchester State College 
"Jerry Rubin is an excellent speaker 
and has an important message and 
historical perspective to offer on 
almost twenty years of American 
politics, government and history." 
- Thomas Matthews, Coordinator of CoUege Activ11ies, 
State University ol New York, Geneseo 
The programmers are also 
raving about JERRY RUBIN: 
"I have been running the Speakers 
Bureau at the University of Vermont 
for 2112 years now and Rubin has 
been far and away the most well· 
received speaker to visit the campus. 
His lecture was followed by a full 
two minute ovation with many people 
standing. He then initiated the most 
open question and answer session 
JERRY RUBIN 
Exclusive with 
NEW LINE PRESENTATIONS 
853 Broadway New York, NY 10003 
Call Toll-Free (800) 221-5146 
I have ever seen ... The energy level 
of the 1000 member audience 
sometimes got to a feverish pitch ... 
Rubin did more for our speakers 
bureau than any other lecturer or 
entertainer could possibly do." 
-Robert Gassidy, University of Vermont, Burlington 
"Definitely a program not to be 
missed by today's college students. 
He was the most articulate, dynamic 
and enthusiastic speaker I have ever 
seen ... His lecture is as relevant today 
as the events of the 60's were at that 
time." 
-Mark Montefiori, Edinboro State College 
"Jerry Rubin was fantastic-a joy to 
wort with and a terrific crowd pleaser! 
There were people of all ages pre-
sent, in one of our most popular and 
talked about lectures ever." 
-Paul Kuczko, East Tennessee State University 
"Attendance was fantastic and far 
exceeded our expectations. The 
audience found his lecture quite 
fascinating and would not hesitate 
hearing him again." 
-Richard Young, Lehman College 
"His presentation was both stimu· 
lating and dynamic. Everyone en· 
joyed Jerry Rubin. After a two hour 
presentation, he still found the time 
and energy lo stay and answer ques· 
tions for over an hour." 
-Steve Gnadt. University of Missouri, Columbia 
"An overwhelming success ... he really 
got me thinking ... did a lot for our 
college." 
-Atsa Perlmutter, University of Pennsylvania. 
Philadelphia 
"A fascinating speaker ... even at the 
end of 21/2 hours there was still a 
substantial crowd left. It was cer· 
tainly one of the most successful 
lectures I have seen in my 4 years at 
Trinity." 
-Randy Schwimmer, Tr1n1ty College 
In New York call station collect (212)674-7460 
Winner, NECAA Excellence in Promotional Support.Materials Award 
Tues~ay, April24th, 8 p.m. 
Granite State Room, MUB 








TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 
THE HOUSE OR FROM A 
BROTHER 
Students $1.00 Non-Students $3.00 
Tickets on sale now at the MUB Ticket Office 
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editorial----
Commuters rejoice 
eommuter students rejoice. 
After years of false starts, broken promises and 
financial battles, it looks like the University is 
finally going to recognize the nearly 6500 com-
muter students who attend the University. 
It's ,about time. For years, the commuter has 
been the forgotten student, conveniently shunted 
to Dover, Portsmouth and the wilds of 
Newmarket and Lee to make room for the in-
coming freshmen who live on campus. 
Student Body President Doug Cox are confident 
the proposal will pass. 
Cox said he was 99 percent sure the funding 
would be made available. 
Tuesday, University administrators announced 
plans to expand commuter services by: 
--enlarging the current commuter c_enter located 
on lhc bollom floor of lhc MUB. 
--starting a program to ease the transition from 
dorm life to off campus living. 
Student Caucus members who lobbied actively 
for the center these past years, and Associate Dean 
of Students William Kidder, who designed the 
program, ~hould be con0 rat:ulat:cd on a job well 
done. 
But Board Chairman Richard Morse declined to 
comment on the proposal. 
We urge the Board and Mills to accept the 
proposal as is with appropriate funding. 
The University has been dorm cenl:ered for l:oo 
long. It's time for the forgotten student to get his 
due. 
--publishing a commuter newsletter. 
--instituting a trained staff to advise commuters 
The proposal and funding for,jhe program go 
before the Universtiy System Board of Trustees for 
· approval Saturday. Both the Board and President 
Mills _!llust approve tne program. Jim Glasser and 
So, commuter students rejoice, but hold your 
breath. 
on legal and other matters. 
letters-----
Commend 
To the Editor: 
I would like to do two things. First, 
commend the Student Caucus for the 
action it - fook in opposing Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
Richard Stevens' mandatory health 
fee. The result of their action was the 
rare recognition of the students ' voice, 
a voice too often ignored by the decis-
ion makers here at our university. 
Second, inquire as to why the 
students' voice is so often disre-
garded? We enter this system as 
adults responsible for the governance 
of our nation, state, and locality. In 
time of war we are called upon to de-
fend the security of our country. 
Yet, in the execution of our Univer-
sity System by these decision makers, 
we are forgotten; we tqe students for 
which the university exists. 
It is our education. And what is lecimed 
from a system controlled by a 
vice-president for student affairs who 
directs, "The Caucus must be willing 
and able to address itself to important 
campus issues that may or may not 
represent the opinion of an informed 
student body." (The New Hampshire, 
4/13/79, p. l). 
What is learned from a system that 
suggests an elected body "must be 
willing and able" to express an opinion 
other than the will of those it repre-
sents? If we are. preparing ourselves 
for the functioninl of democracy our 
the 
new 
first lesson as young democrats should 
be in the recognition of repression. 
Stevens suggests a repressive attitude, 
an advocation for the mi.srepresenta-
tion of the students' voice. 
And for what reason does Stevens 
advocate such a denial of our rights? 
Perhaps he feels we the students inter-
fere with administrative efficiency. 
Perhaps he feels we deserve no more 
consideration than our social security 
numbers . 
If we do not inform Stevens and 
those like him that we will not be man-
ipulated as numbers, then we will con-




To the Editor: 
I am very interested in the Uni-
versity's plans for activities for those 
students who will lose their right to 
drink next year. Have you taken in 
consideration the social castration this 
law will cause? 
Most people can remember high 
school days-times when you were neither 
allowed or legal to drink. The schools 
realized this, and provided a social 
outlet for their students, ranging from 
dances to concerts. 
Well, now that you're in college 
maybe you've noticed practically all 
your social life is somehow associated 




Nick's Paradise, Down Under, and 
the MUB Pub, being the three largest 
places on campus to have fun, dance 
and listen to some really good ·music. 
An outlet greatly appreciated after a 
long hard week of academics, even for 
those who don't drink. 
But with the passing of the 20 year 
old drinking bill, a lot of students will 
be greatly limited to what they can do 
on their weekends. If they can't go 
downtown, they'll have to depend on a 
frat or dorm party, or an older friend 
to purchase the liquor so they can sit in 
their rooms and drink.· 
With the increase of drinking in the 
dorms comes the greater probability 
of dorm damages and student 
drunkenness. Face it, when there is 
good music and one is dancing, one 
tends to consume less alcohol and/or 
burn it off quicker. 
Has the University thought of the 
possibility of "dry" spots for students 
to go to or certain nights set aside for 
those students awaiting legal age? If 
so--do you really think the 
management of the MUB or Nick's 
would sacrifice their profits they make 
selling alcoholic beverages? Maybe 
Student Government can push to in-
corporate a program similar to Ladd's 
of Portsmouth did for their teenagers 
interested in the disco scene. 
Just what does the University plan 
to do? Have they even given this sub-
ject any thought? If not-they should 
and soon, before we are faced with the 
passing of false IDs and an increase 
threat to liquor licenses occurs. 
Legal, but concerned 
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Steven D' Alonzo 
Diane Gordon 
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To the Editor: 
I've been trying to make sense of the 
proposed bill to change the legal 
drinking age to 20. There are alot of 
reasons and ideas to consider before 
making a decision; everyone realizes 
the good and bad aspects by now. But 
I'm confused. 
For one year and eleven months I 
have been responsible enough to legal-
ly drink. Last year I became irrespon-
sible in Main~ . Yesterday I became ir-
responsible in Massachusetts. If the · 
bill passes the senate in two weeks and 
takes effect on June 1, I will become ir-
responsible in New Hampshire for 
nineteen days. until which time I will 
turn twenty and suddenly become 
responsible again. 
During those nineteen days, it seems 
if I could buy alcohol I would most 
likely be found DWI, contributing to 
the delinquency of minors, being a 
public nuisance, and doing malicious 
damage to downtown Durham! 
Oh, I'm frightening as a nineteen 
year old drinker! Now I understand 
why alot of people think it 's best to 
change the drinking age to twenty, un-
til I become more responsible ... again. 
Aleka Chaltas 
Letter 
To the Editor: 
Having just received my 
"personalized" letter from Eugene 
Mills concerning tuition hikes, I can 
only refer to my present state of mind 
as one of extreme rage and disappoint-
ment. 
The trustees of this Universfty have 
once again taken it upon themselves 
to raise prices and sell out to the big 
bucks of Massachusetts snow bunnies. 
Due to the demand for entrance to this 
University, they figure that a hike 
go down :with nary a protest, and I'm 
sure that that will be the case. 
Although I may be considered one of 
the apathetic majority in this school, I 
still feel I have the right to criticize 
student leaders for failing to rally the 
students against the tyrany of our 
supposedly smart etaers. 
The trustees had better grab all they 
can now, for their own good. In the 
next era of radicalism, which I am 
eagerly awaiting, we shall recoup all 
our losses with room to spare. 
The trustees see how we have 
become such slaves, and I must admit 
that most of my fellow students are 
pretty well trained. New Hampshire 
students are the future of this state. 
which is already in a sorry state of re-
pair: since we are already last in the 
nation in terms of aid to state schools, 
this latest insult is truly an insult. 
I truly love my state, so I deplore 
the decision to further rob the cream 
of New Hampshire's youth. Students: 
don 't take this passively ; radical 
·means are the only path left to us. 
Town 




It is with great regret that I write 
this letter to the student body of the 
University of New Hampshire. I write 
in reference to the cancellation of the 
town crier program. To many, news of 
this cancellation comes as a great 
relief. 
In the fall of this year town crier was 
initiated as a medium of communica-
tion between commuting students and 
student government. The objective of 
this effort being to keep commuter 
students (an otherwise very difficult 
population to reach) informed on the 
most current of issues. 
I feel that the effort and time put in 
to inform students has gone unappre-
ciated and has met with scorn in re-
gard to a two minute disturbance dur-
ing lunch. 
This year has been filled with the 
most controversial of issues. Nuclear 
prolifiration and the danger of threat 
to mind and body as a result thereof. 
The challenging of 18 and 19 year olds 
rights, which I feel is an outrage and 
an affront to the constitution of these 
United States. The threat of increased 
tuition with a decrease in educational 
services, to name just a few. 
Town crier was a physical 
representation by student government 
with the opportunity for immediate 
feedback and imput. It is clear that 
some type of communication system is 
desperately needed to inform and stir 
this student body. Student government 
has been, as platonic Socrates so aptly 
put it, like a gadfly to a horse in order 
to stir him into action. 
I frightens me to think that we are 
becoming like the city of Athens, in 
that we refuse to examine our own 
lives' and decide whether they .are worth 
abo u i lette1·s 
,, 
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Fire department sounds the alarm 
We need a fire station. We need it now. And as 
10,000 members of this community who need 
adequate life-saving services, we'd better tell the 
Durham Board of Selectmen exactly how we feel. 
Despite appearances to the contrary, this is ab-
surd. 
tee, said the University still supports the original 
plan. That's good. 
Approval for a station on Blot behind McCon-
nell Hall-:-commuters would lose . no parking 
spaces--almost came at the March Town Meeting. 
It fell just a handful of votes short because the 
voters were unsure about the intended use of a 
preliminary sum of $110,000. 
It has taken five years of diligent research and 
compromise to come up with the present 
proposal. 
Fifteen possible sites have been-considered and 
reconsidered. Approval for the Blot site has been 
sought from the University Board of Trustees, and 
finally gained. 
But most importantly, building a joint facility 
could mean delaying a new fire station for another 
: five years. This is foolhardy, given the condition 
of the building, and will not be tolerated by the 
already exasperated men of the department. 
We must not let the selectmen put the town of 
Durham's police department on the University's 
campus. That department has nothing whatsoever 
to do with the University. 
And we must not allow a joint complex to be 
built off campus, because there are literally dozens 
of students on call for the department who live in 
dormitories. These people must be able to get to 
the building quickly. For this, the B lot site is ~x­
cellent. 
They can't be blamed for that. It should have 
been clarified. 
But now another problem is threatening the new 
fire st;ition: since the -police station partially 
burned Feb: 20, the selectmen have decidaj·that the 
police need a new facility also. 
All one has to do to become convinced 'that a 
We students have a voice in how the fire station 
is run: the University pays two-thirds of the 
department's costs. 
At a meeting of the town-University advisory 
committee last Monday night, it became apparent 
that several selectmen who supported the B lot 
package in March are withdrawing their support. 
new fire station is needed now is spend about ten 
minutes walking around the disaster called the 
Durham-UNH Fire Station. The men at the station 
admit the building won't e,ve;n pass federal fire 
regulations. 
Let's get behind Allan Prince and support the B 
lot package. Let's breathe down the necks of the 
selectment until they sell that plan to the voters. 
Let's plead with the voters to accept it as the best 
plan going. 
And let's get that fire station built before we 
regret it. 
They seem to favor construction of a joint com-
plex to house both the police and fire departments. 
Vice President for Budget and Administration 
Allan Prince, chairman of the advisory commit-
living them in the way that we do. 
I regret once again that town crier is 
being cancelled. An alternate source 
of communication must be found. If 
you have suggestions please submit 





To the Editor: 
It is common knowledge that in a 
letter dated 29 Nov. 78, the editors of 
the reputable professional journal "In-
terpretation" expressed concern over 
a series of inquiries made by two 
members of the Political Science De-
partment which they deemed to be 
"extremely improper and grossly un-
professional." They stated that "we 
have- never, in the history of the jour-
nal, received inquiries of <this) kind." 
In their April 2 corresponden.ce to the 
University Faculty, Profs. David 
Moore and George Romoser state they 
are the "two members" alluded to in 
the Journal's letter. 
In an April 13 letter to The New 
Hampshire, Profs. Moore and 
Romoser report on the results of a 
recent inquiry made to the Journal. Al-
though they did seek clarification on 
certain "other" comments in the 






A WOM~N'& WORk I~ NEVt.R DONE ... EK, MON~ ? .. 
that the "main point" of their inquiry 
was to seek clarification on the matter 
of whether they or anyone else sought 
to prevent the publication of an article 
by Prof. Brown. 
The Profs. report that the "unfound-
ed story that we or others sought to 
prevent Prof. Brown's article from 
being published has been denied by the 
journal itself." They state that the 
editors "have satisfied us on (this) 
main point, but they refused to clarify 
their other comments, 'standing-by' 
their previous impressions.'' 
In order to avoid the fallacies of 
irrelevant conclusion, the following 
points should be kept in mind: ( 1) we 
must not be misled into thinking that 
the editors are withdrawing any pre-
viously made allegation when they 
state that no one sought to prevent the 
publication of an article by Prof. 
Brown; since they never made such a 
claim, it is hardly a claim which they 
can withdraw. 
(2) What Profs. Moore and Romoser 
refer to as the "other" comments are 
in fact the only comments <of a nega-
tive nature) found in the Journal's 
Nov. 29 letter: with respect to these, 
the editors apparently stand by their 
original assessment. The negative 
comments made by the editors are 
these: in their considered assessment, 
the nature of the inquiries was such 
that (a) "an effort (was) being made 
to discredit Prof. Brown's work" and 
(b) "negative comments on Prof. 
Brown's article (were) being actively 
sought.'' 
That there is no mention of an at-
tempt to prevent ptn>lication does not 
in any way undermine the serious 
nature of the "other" comments which 
were made. If the intent and nature of 
the inquiries were as transparent as 
the egitors claim, they are indeed 
correct in their assessment of the 
inquiries as being "extremely im-
proper and grossly unprofessional." 
Yutaka Yamamoto 
Asst. Prof. 
Dept. of Philosophy 
Janitors 
To the Editor: 
I would just like to take this oppor-
tunity to extend a commendation to a 
group of hard workers who are seldom 
recognized. 
I would like to commend the janitor-· 
ial staff at UNH for a terrific job well 
done despite much opposition. 
I especially would like to commend 
the night crew over in Kingsbury. You 
did a great job for the open house. It 
really looked fantastic, guys. 
We might not say or even realize it, 
but we annreciqte greatly the work of 
ttie janitQl"ial st!iff. 
Steven D. Webber 
Stoke 647 
Whiffle 
To the Editor: 
The 1979 Sawyer Whiffle Ball 
Marathon began yesterday at noon-
time with high hopes of playing · 
straight through until Sunday at 3 p.m. 
However, a lot of hard work went in-
to planning this event before the first 
pitch was thrown, and I'd like to thank 
Bob Pasquill, Tom O'Shea, ~nd Doug 
Moore for their efforts. 
In addition, over fifty residents have 
donated their time to play in the game 
in order to raise money for the Ronald 
McDonald House, a ward at Mass 
General Hospital where families of 
leukemia stricken children can visit 
the child while he/she is undergoing 
treatment. 
During the next two days we would 
like to invite anyone to stop by the 
backyard of Sawyer and watch the 
marathon. It would be a big boost to 
the guys that are playing to have an 
audience. Thank you. 
William R. Gouger 
Message 
To the Editor: 
The following words may be recog-
nized by many of your readers who 
read my first letter To the Editor. I am 
pleased to again be able to _send this 
timely message to the readers of The 
New Hampshire. 
In today's not so large world of rapid 
change, where sorpetimes radical 
change overnight affects the world's 
humanity, we seek to find stability, 
and a deeper meaning to our own life. 
We seek to find relevancy, to 
achieve a greater understanding of 
.0Ur own selves, to enrich our lives and 
to help and respect our fellow humans 
in a world where change is indeed the 
only thing that is permanent. 
Many persons have turned back to · 
the fundamental religions, or are find-
ing new- religions. Many do not know 
where to turn in their search for the 
key to stability, to deeper meaning and. 
growth in their lives. 
The Durham Unitarian Universalist 
Fellowship, at 20 Madbury Rd., 
Durham, is a lay led, liberal religious 
society espousing a humanistic 
religion built on personal human 
values rather than on orthodox theol-
ogy. Here the search for religious 
values, meaning, growth, and , 
stability, in daily living continues 
through the exploration of all the 
world's wisdom ... no final authority. 
Being religious is encouraged by 
being true to oneself in a search for the 
truth. 
On Sunday, April 22, at 10:00 a.m., 
the Fellowship is pleased to announce 
that Rev. Elbridge Stoneham will be 
the second minister to speak in a visit-
ing minister series at the Fellowship 
at that time. He will speak on "How Do 
You Spell Religion?" 
He has both an A.B. and an S.T.B. 
from Harvard University. Rev. 
Stoneham, now retired and a member 
of the Durham Unitarian- Universalist 
Fellowship;has experienced a lifetime 
of service to humanity, extending the 
very essence of Unitarian Universalist 
philosophy to the various communities 
in Massachusetts and New Hampshire 
where he has served as minister. 
His most recent pastorate was at the 
First Unitarian Society of Exeter, 
N.H. where he remained for 22 years. 
He presently resides in Stratham, 
N.H. with his wife, Jean, also an active 
member of the Fellowship. 
All persons interested are most wel-
come to attend the service with Rev. 
Elbridge Stoneham at the Fellowship 
House. 
Marcia J. Wilde 
M.S. Student 
Bot.any Dept. 
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Media expert Jean Kilbourne showed many slides depicting ads like this one during her 
presentation. 
Sexist ftds exposed 
by media expert 
Media expert Jean Kilbourne's 
slide show, "The Naked Truth: 
The Cultural Conditioning of 
Women Via Advertising," was 
given in room 110 of Murkland 
Hall Tuesday night. 
By Dana Jennings 
The women were distorted, 
grotesque images--either sexy 
witches or ludicrous neurotics 
obsessed with cleanliness. 
They had no basis in reality. No 
woman can be such an ultimate 
seductress or complete clod. 
l\ledia expert Jean Kilbourne 
knows this and through her slide 
show she exposes advertising's 
sexiest stereotypes. 
"Advorticing Gho·wG contompt 
for women and femininity ," said 
Kilbourne to the audience of 
about 100 people. "Ads keep 
women trapped in very rigid 
roles." 
Kilbourne, who has collected 
ads for ten years, showed nearly 
200 slides of magazine adver-
tising from her collection of 1000. 
Each one was a lesson in sexism. 
A typical slide depicted an at-
tractive, scantily-clad woman 
looking lovingly at the shoe the ad 
was purportedly selling. The ad 's 
title read "Keep her where she 
belongs ... " 
Kilbourne said no matter what 
is being sold, "the woman 
becomes the product." 
Another thing that disturbs the 
36-year-old Kilbourne is how ads 
present women with an image of 
flawlessness . 
"The ads present an ideal 
feminine beauty," said KilbOurne, 
"no scars, blemishes. It 's a 
look that cannot be achieved." 
The slides reflected Kilbourne's 
words. The women stretched 
perfect smiles on lineless faces--
an army of Farah Plastic Majors 
as the ad read, " My boyfriend 
told me he loved me for my mind. 
I was never so insulted in my 
life." 
Kilbourne also decries that 
parts of women's bodies are 
turned into things. 
In the slides, the women were 
photogr::tphic::tlly ni.;;mpmhered : 
a long, sleek leg there, a breast 
here and shiny, ·luscious mouths 
everywhere. 
''Ads do not reflect who we 
are," said Kilbourne, "but what 
we should be. The ad image 
makes itself the norm." 
Kilbourne emphasized how 
persuasive and pervasive adver-
tising is in everyday life. 
"Ads are the foundation of 
mass media," she said. "By the 
time you're 60 years old you will 
have seen 50 million ads, 
averaging 500 a day. " 
She said the cumulative affect 
of all these ads is that "some 
people begin to feel stupid and 
SEXIST ADS, page 11 
features, etc. 
· UNH bands to go to Canada ·~~.TRIVIA-.~~ 
• ... 
By Stan Olshefski 
The UNH Wildcat Marching 
Band and the Wind Symphony 
will compete in their first inter-
national competition May 25-2~. 
The competition to be held in 
Ottawa, Canada includes bands 
from Canada and the United 
States, said Rick Carly, march-
ing band percussion leader. 
Carly said this is the band's and 
symphony's first real com-
petition. 
"Up to now all we've been 
doing is participating in 
exhibitions," he said. 
The marching band will use its 
fall routine in the three day com-
petition. 
The marching band will be 
judged on marching performance 
and both the band and the svm-
phony will be judged on musical 
Films 
quality, said Carly. 
The trip will cost nearly $20,000 
said Carly. 
The music department has con-
tributed some money, according 
to Carly, but most was raised by 
the band and symphony. 
"It's a great chance and ex-
perience for everyone. And, it's 
also good for Ottowa," said 
Stanley Hettinger, band director. 
Hettinger said the competition 
is sirr. . liar to a gymnastic meet. 
"You're competing against a 
standard," he said. 
Hettinger also stressed that the 
trip will be a working vacation. 
With this issue of The New 
Hampshire, the Arts and En-
tertainments section becomes 
Features, etc. 
"The Champ" at Cine 1-2-3-4 in Newington. 1:45, 4:10, 
7: 10 and 9:40 
"Hurricane" Same as above. 1:30, 3:50, 7:00 and 9:30. 
"The China Syndrome." Same as above. 1:35, 4:00, 7:15 
and 9:45. 
"Halloween." Same as above. 1:50, 3:45, 7:05 and 9:05. 
"Saturday Night Fever PG" at the Strand in Dover. 6:30 and 
8:45. 
"The Deer Hunter" at ]er~y Lewis Twin Cinema in Ports-
mouth. At 7:30. 
"Saturday Night Fever PG." Same as above. 7:00 and 9:20. 
"We'll be marching and playing 
outside the competition. We plan 
on playing all over Ottowa," he 
said. 
According to band member 
Holly Hamlin the project has 
boosted morale. "It's done a lot 
for the spirit of the band. During 
the marching season there wasn't 
that much spirit. Now we have a 
~oal to work for, and that's ex-
citing." 
Hettinger said, "We have no 
idea ·how the other bands are; 
we're just going to work hard and 
do the very best we can." 
The focus of the 
:section will be on features _and 
off-beat articles. Reviews will 
still be run, but on a limited 
basis. 
Listings 
1.) What is the Chiefs male secretary's name on Get 
Smart? 
2.) In what movie did Bill Haley's song "l\ock Around 
the Clock" first appear? 
3.) In Tennessee Tuxedo who do Tennessee and Chumley 
visit for advice? 
4.) What is the name of the dog on The Johnny Quest 
Show? 
5.) On I Love Lucy what is the name of the little 
old lady who babysits little Ricky? 
6.) Who plays the psychopatli in Hitchcock's Psycho? 
7.) Where does Elroy in the Jetsons go to school? 
1om.ps 1add!Q 
a1nn allJ.(l suppad .t\uoll~uy(9 [pqwniJ. ·s1w(s ~!pueg(v 
a!dOOlfM ·1w(£ a1~unf preoq){:Jt?HI(Z .t\qereq(1 :s1amsuv olJL 
"Coming Home" at E. M. Loew's Cinema in Portsmouth. 
6:30 and 9:00. 
"Up In Smoke" at E.M. Loew's Civic ·in Portsmouth. 6:30 
and 8:45. 
Derringer with Magnet. At the Strafford Room in the MUB 
--~at 8:00 April 20. Tickets $6.50 at the door. Sponsored by 
"Hair" at Tri-City Cinemas in Somersworth. 7:00 and 9:20. 
"Buck Rogers in the 25th Century." Same as above. 7:15 and 
-=;___------==-----=-1 SCOPE. Theater 
9_: 1 ~ •, ' • • • , • ~ L ' l • •• ~ ; " • J • ' l ' I l • l ~ J f i I 
...... .. - .. _ .. ,.._ · . ... · . - .... _ ........... \.& ..... ... ~ .............. . 
'---¥--~__;~~--lt--~__;=--~--::1=-=~ 
"Starting Here, Starting Now," a musical revue at Theatre 
By The Sea in Portsmouth. Showtimes are 8:30 on Friday, 
5:00 and 9:00 on Saturday and 3:00 to 7:30 on Sunday. 















Memorial llnion Ticket Office, 862-2290 
10 ~ . m . -4 p .m ., Mond!ly-Frid:.1y 
MARGARET BARLETT 
Former Manager Great Exp. , Newington 
•PRECISION HAIRCUTTING• 
Grand Opening Special April 10-May 11th 
HAIRCUT $8 Reg. S10 
Phone: (603) 659-2943 
Tues.-Fri. 





1 ~-------------------------------LEADERSHIP SUMMER. Gain in personal 
leadenhip experience. Boys' Camp, Lenox, 
~Z (51st year>. June 23-August 23. Swim-
tiling and sailing instructors (22 sailboats>; 
tennla (16 courts>, baseball, basketball 
· coaches: Camp newspaper: other openings. 
Send full details, Jow Kruger, 20 Allen court, 
South Orange, NH 07879. 4/24 
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year round. 
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. Etc. 
All Fields, '500-$1,2'8 monthly. Expenses 
paid. Sightseeing. Free info. Write: IJC, Box 
52-45, Corona Del Mr, CA 92625. 5/4 
SUMMER HELP SEEDED 9:00 a.m.-1:00 
p.m. and 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. College Work 
Study. Apply at Brook House or call 862-1548. 
5/4 
Do you know a foreign language? Could you 
·teach an international crart? Play a foreign 
instrument? If so, won't you participate 1n 
the international festival, April 24-26? Call 2-
1001, Student Activities Office. 4/20 
Summer Jobs available as sports, water-
front, arcbe2, ecolo~ and handicraft coun-
C~~a~!~~~~~:i20 r Council Day camps 
Political Selene Majors should always be 
inquisitive. Write to Walter MCioud 
Republican Candidate for President. Find 
out who be is and what he is all about. Mc-
Cloud. Dadevllle, Missouri 65635. 5/1 
fc!'°:.~eer f::°a:!:uLc!:ere:!ab~~!::e~~~ 
eastern Penn. in excbaage for work on win-
terizing house, decorating, etc. Appropriate 
skills Ir references essential. Respond with 
info. to House, P.O. Box 345, Durham. 
WANTED: History teacher with a walking 
handicap needs male housemate for June, 
~:~<:a~ ~.~rz::. :i2rewfound Lake, NH. 
SUMMER JOBS IN YOUR FIELD: To men 
and women in the human services area, 
edu~ation and recreation. Extensive pre-
camp and in-service training and high level 
.Al_resoonsibllity_ will ~vid~ ex~rfe.~ce_in 
~Del fa~t- l"~P work anil outdoor 
education in a primitive settlDg with arbali 
cbiidren. Find c;ut why we can say that this 
camp job is different from any other. Write: 
Trail IHazer Camps, 56 West 45th St., New 
York, NY 10036. 5/4 
EXTERIOR PAINTERS needed for student 
owned company. Must have at least 2 sum-
mers exp. All work withing 25 minutes of 
Durham. $2'8 weekly. No Amatuers! Call 
818-lOIS, John 5/4 
CAMP COUNSELOR POSITIONS: Work 
Stady Jobs-YWCA Day Camp in Greenland, ' 
NH. Several counselors neecfed to work with 
children ages I to 12 years. Experience with 
camp programs, arts Ir crafts, general 
recreation. Job rans through summer, To 1 
apply contact: Shirley Gi6son, Asst.Dir., 
Portsmouth YWCA, 40 Merrimac St., Ports., 
431-8162. 5/4 
ACTIVITIES COORDINATORS; Work 
Study Jobs-TWCA Day Camp in Greenland, 
NH. Several positions available to supervise · 
programs, for children ages I to 12 years, in 
the areas of Gymnastics, Sports and 
Nature/Crafts. To apply contact: Shirley 
Gibson, Asst. Dir., Portsmouth YWCA, 40 
Merrimac St., Ports., NH. 436-41162. 5/4 
WORK STUDIES: Conference aides, NEC 
Administration Genmll_ tj.~ri~al, ~. 
filing, assisting with conference regiatrallOD i 
procledures. Full time May 21 to August 24. 
Reply 862-2018. Minimum wage $2.90. 4/20 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 
LIFEGUARD: current advaneed life saving 
and WSI necessary. Mid-June until Labor 
Day. Write: Town Beach, P.O. Box 6, Milton, -
N.H. or Call 603152-4607. 4/24 
BABYSITTER WANTED. My apt. or yours. 
+ii hrs/day M-F (morn., aft.> while I'm in 
school June 3-Aug 3. Call Dave 862·1485 
Leave message. 4/24 
ADOPTED GRANDPARENTS Program 
needs a coordinator for next semester. Great 
experience; requires 10 hours per week. For 
further job description Call Lisa Merrill 862- . 
1720. 4/20 
NEED SOME EXTRA MONEY? We have 
several immediate openings for lunchtime 
dishl?ersons. Work-study preferred, but not 
required. Apply in person at the Faculty 
Center, 2 Garrison Ave. Durham. 4/20 
• 4 . . 
Sli'mmer STAFF-For Recreation Progia-m. 
Tennis Instr., Playground Supervisors & 
Tennis Court Supervilors needed. Must have 
Experience! Contact the Hampton Rec. Dept. 
,t 92WJ66 b_y May l'st. 4/27 
GYMNASTIC INSTR. For Summer 
Program, Co-eel Elementary & Junior High 
School Students. Contact the Hampton Rec. 
Dept. at 9~766 by May 1st. 4/27 
cars for sale 
For Sale: 1960 Ford Falcon, 6 cycle 170 en-
due, 3 spet'd standard. Oregon car - very lit-
De rust. All the parts you want from 2 
similiar cars, currently driven, $400. Call 
· Doug at 868-7419. 4/24 
For Sale: 1965 Pontiac Tempest Wagon, V8-
'326 cubic inch, everything works, runs well. 
Some rust, good battery and electrical 
system, good tires, asking $600 or best offer, 
868-7419ask for Pete. 4/24 
1975 KZ-900, mint condition, very fast, 15,000 
miles, red. $2000 or B.O. 749-2844. 5/13 
'70 VW Squareback. Rebuilt engine, starter, 
new mufner, battery, tires (6). Runs excel-
lent. Jon 659-2555. 4/24 
1972 VW Squareback, body in great ~ondi­
tion, needs engine work, '800 neg. Call Carol 
659-2757. 4/29 
1977 250 Suzuki TS (Trail-& Street>: excellent 
cond. 1700 miles: call 679-8106 after 5 p.m. 
4/20 
HONDA 750F, 8000 miles, Yoshimura head-
ers. Dunlup K81 tires, hot cam and ignition. 
Goki air shocks, low handle bars, nice hand-
ling bike. Best offer, call George at 868-9723, 
or 2-1296. 4/27 
1974 vw DASHER: 4 door, 4 speed, 30 mps. 
mechanically excellent, minimal cosmetic 
rust. Must sell, going abroad. Only asking 
$1,750or B.R.O. 868-2069. 5/1 
1973 Dodge Challenger, excellent condition, 
no rust. Sharp car. Two snows, 2 summer 
tires. Call 742-3592 anytime. Asking $2100. 
4/20 
liONDA 368 CJ 1976 '895.00 one year old, 4000 
miles. Perfect condition. Luggage rack & 
new grips. Great gas mileage 60 MPG. 
Requires no maintenance. Call 749-2844. 4/27 
'66 Buick Special, excellent cond., new 
everything, rans great, $781. Call Terry 659-
. 2579 Newmarket. 4/27 
For· Sale - 1978 Plymouth Volare wagon, 
automatic, power steering & brakes, good 
condition, low mileage. Must sell fast - Call 
Steve 659-2973. 4/2t 
For Sale - 1975 250 cc. Suzuki Motorcr.cie -
Dirt bike - street legal. Excellent condition -
less than :IOOO miles. Never been dumped or 
rained on - $580. Great gas saver - dependa-
ble. Nick 436-1851. 4/27 
Yamaha 1978 XS400 2 cylinder - 4 stroke 
engine, 6-speed transmission; meticulously 
maintained in excellent condition, $1150. Ep-
ping 679-8442. 4/27 
1957 Ford 2 dr. Sedan "Full Custom". 
Custom nose and rear interior done in black 
and white rolled pleated naughahide w/4 T-
Bird buckets. Console runs from Dash to 
rear. Deck full compliment of gauges . 
Custom door .-anels & wheel, 4sp w I Hurst 
shifter. 352 cum bored in 390 cu. in. w/406 tri-
power Mallory dual point rev. pole ign. Sun 
Tach. Headman headers, new Mohawk rub-
ber rare Mickey Thompson "Radar" wheels. 
3 - 1st place trophys in 3 shows. Make offer, 
$5,500 mvested. 6!12-2888 after 5:30. 5/4 
For Sale: 1970 Buick Gran. S1»9rt. 350 - 4. 
•l;arrel, dual exlaaast, power steering, FM-8 
JraCK stereo, 4 new steel belted radials, runs 
well. Must sell, $450.00 or best offer. Call 
Perry anytime at 659-2591 . 4/20 
1971 SAAB 96. New radials. Free wheeling, 
well maintained, $600. Forced sale. 431-8824 
(keep trying>. 4/27 
1974 Yamaha 350 RD, good condition, $450. 
AKAi 4000 DMS reel to reel bought last 
summer $200. Call868-5362. 4/27 
• '< 
Give my SAAB a good home. 1968 95"wagon, 
105,000 miles losing the battle to rust. 
Possible restoration, many good parts 
asking $200 - extra engine, transmission $75. 
749-4080 after 6 p.m. 5/1 
1972 Yamaha XS650 Motorcycle. 4 stroke 2 
cylinder under 18000 miles with repair 
manual. Very good condition, very depen-
able. $620 firm. Call Matt, 868-5989 after 8:00 
p.m.4/27 
1973 Ford Van - custom deluxe Club Wagon. 
P.S., radial tires - custom interior, exceDent 
condition - $2400 -or B.O. Call 868-9612 or 2-
2154. Ask for Karen l.318. 4/27 
1975 Chevy C-10 Pickup Truck. 46,000 miles. 
$2800 or best offer. CallJohn at 659-6374. 4/20 
1973 Datusun Pick-up Truck has cap. - excel-
lent cond., many extras, 46,000 miles. Must 
sell 749-3502. 4/27 
1978 Ford F-100 Pickup, 6 cyl. 33,000 miles , 6' 
box, step-tow, AM-FM, rustproofing, 2 
spaces, good MPG, excellent maintenance. 
$4000 or B.O. Days 332-2004, eve/weekend 
436-7187. 4/24 
'65 Chrysler Newport; good running condi-
tion; $200, 742-8044. 4/20 
1973 Gran Torino 2 dr. hardtop, P .S., P .R., 
air cond., AM-FM radio, some rust but defin-
itely worth seeing. Call 749-2064 arter 5 p.m. 
$900.00. 4/20 
1975 Suzuki GT750, 15,000 miles with back-
rest, bookrack, and Cairing. Excellent for ~ 
1mlr.i.!!.i.,_ j\)so _ 19_7 l Honda 450, l;t,000 miles 
·with backrest bookrack, and fairing. Call 
c.arry?~ot 86'2.:ztl67. 511---
1975 Ford Mustang-II, 4 cylinder 4 speed, red 
w/white, $1800 or best offer. Call evening 
Yoshi 742-5794. 5/4 
'69 Camaro. Has been in accident but good 
for ,Parts or rebuilding. Has newly rebuilt 
engme and other extras. For price and other 
info. call Dan 659-53S8. 5/1 
1975 Honda 125 excellent condition, crash 
bars, sissy bar and luggage rack. Low mile-
age, must sell $375.00, call 659-2633. 5/1 
For Sale: '70 Volkswagen Bug with smashed 
front left fender. Good engine, good for spare 
parts. Can drive home. Price negotiable . 
Call Rob at 749--0570. Best time 5-7 p.m. 
weekdays. 5/1 
1973 Dodge ~ ·2 ton, P.S., automatic, very little 
rust, runs well. w/ cover. Asking $2000. 862-
, 1800 days, 1168-5919 nights. 5/4 
1970 Ford Econoline Van, excellent tires, 
·small eight cylinder motor runs great. 
Asking $500.00 call .868-9723 or 862-1296 and 
ask for Don. 4/20 
services 
Top Quality Typing: 65f a page. Call Lori, 
Strafford Manor. 868-7184. 4/30 
. I'll ·type your manuscriDt and deliver it to 
your door, in most c~ses within_~4 b911rs of 
pickup. 75,/page mcludes pickup and 
delivery. 20 lb. paper. Tel 332-8450 eves. 4/20 
Typing: Dissertions, letters, resumes, 
reports. theses. IBM electric, 22 yrs. ex-
perien~e 749-2692. 4/20 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING AT ITS BEST. 
IBM Correcting Selectric, Choice of 
style/pitch. Spelling, grammar, punctuation 
corrected. Reasonable rates for superior 
~::~ca'rfu~Il~:';:,!,~~~1~8~~/~~iversity 
RAQUET STRINGING for tennis, racquet-
ball, squash. Tournament Nylon-'8.00. 
Forrest Hills-$9.00. Head Nylon (oil filled>-
$10.00. Blue Star- $10.50. Grips- $3.50. 
OVERNIGHT SERVICE. Ken Brewer, Lord 
207, 2-1634. 4/20 
Professi~al ~ditor : Theses, Term. Papers, 
manuscr!Pts of all types . 1!68-25~7 . 5/1 
Profes~onal Housekeeping or Housesitting ." 
~~~n~ible college graduate with plent,v of 
experience. Please can Nancy ~-251i. 4720 
'.' . '4., 
PAINTING: interior, Exterior, done by a 
new and growing company that's very eager 
to do the best job for the least cost. referen-
ces. free estimates. please call 868-5959 <af-
ter 7 pm) . 5/4 
HOUSE PAINTING and Some Interior 
Work. Responsible and hardworking college 
students will start May 20th-Aug. 30tli. 
Quality. work 2uaranteed to undersell any 
. profess1_,m_~_I_,_ ~Qr free._e~imates caif Peter 
Rm. 207 at 2-2014, 868-9619 or Ellen Rin. 114 
at 2-1668, 868-9732. LEAVE Messages. 5/4 
Expert Typing - $.55 manuscript, $.60 
technical. Will supply paper. Call mover> 
7'l2-6643 for more info. 5/1 
Need a Babysitter? Call 742-0444 and ask for 
Eric after 4:30 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday, 
and Thursday. HA VE BIKE, WILL 
TRAVEL! 5/4 
Here it is! The opportunity of the year! Open 
to all students. 2 day trip to N.Y.C. on April 
26th. Only $25.00! This price includes tran-
sportation, Hotel, and tour fees. Broadway 
show optional. Don't pass this one up! Con-
.~ct! Dick Vantine at 868-5992 for detailS. 
4/24 
~~~-- ,,..,....,~~......,-~~~~~~~~ 
ALL STUDENTS! 2 day trip to New York 
City April 26th. Trip includes tour of Wall St., 
The United Nations, and a Broadway show! 
Transportaion, Hotel, and fees only $25.00. 
Theatre tickets extra. This is an ext!ellent 
opportunity at an excelhml price! Don.'1 pass. 
it up! Contact : Dick Vantine at 868-5992 for _ 
details. 4/24 - · -
. I 
Typing : Dissertations, letters, resumes, 
reports, theses, IBM electric, 22 yrs. ex-
perience. 749-2692.5/4 
for rent" · 
Summer sublet w/ fall option: for three 
people to share, two bedroom apartment 
with a fourth. Excellent location on Madbury 
Road. Semi-furnished. Wall-to-wall carpet, 
wood panelling. Avail. May 2J . Best part: 
,...t only '85/mo. apiece. Call 868-5201. 4/!4 
3 rooms for rent, small house in Madbury. 
On Kari-van route. Summer and Fall semes-
ter openings. $75.00/month during the sum-
mer. Lerey Lewis 749-2844. 4/24 · 
2 Bdrm apt., w/w, laundry downstairs, pool. 
Available May 15_ Fall option $230/mo. and 
electricity. K-van route. 4 mi. from campus 
742-2997. 4/20 
June I-August 31. Sunny apartment for 4 
people. Spacious living room, kitchen, dining 
area, bathroom, 2 bedrooms. Call Karen or 
Beth 868-9699, or Christy 868-5612. 4/24 
3 girls looking for additional female room-
mate in half-fiouse ideally located in rural 
Durham, own bedroom. Outgoing but studi-
ous non-smoker. · $115/month inclusive. Call 
Ellen 868-9667, leave message. 4/24 
Furnished, pine paneled Davis ~ourt Apt. 
(Madbury Rd.> for rent June I-Sept. l. Easy 
walk to campus, perfect for 2 or 3, yard 
areas for sunbathing & cookouts. Rent 
negotiable. 868-2992. 4/27 
SUMMER SUBLET: 2 room apartment w/ 
TV, kitchen and bathroom, Excellent 
location, downtown Durham; furnished May 
21-Sept. l. Call 868-5403 (days> or 868-2496 
(nights>. 4/24 
Looking for roommate to share 2 bedroom 
apt. as of May 1. 5 miles from campus. 
$100/mo & utilities. Call Cindy or Jean at 868-
7040 or 868-2209. 5/4 
4 ROOMS TO RENT 2nd floor. 2 Baths, light 
housekeeping privileges, laundry. All 
utilities furnished. Single occupancy $30/wk, 
double occupancy $20/wk. Available im-
mediately. Barrington 664-2476. 5/1 
Summer Sublet/Newmarket-3 Bedrooms-
large living room, W/W, Kitchen, tennis 
court. Very reasonable rent/is negotiable. 
Call Rick at 868-9751 or 2-2703. 5/4 
Durham Summer Sublet-Fall Option. 
Bedroom, Living Room, Kitchen <with stove 
and refrigerator) . Close to campus. Call 868-
2889 between 4-6 p.m. or 9-10:30 p.m. 5/1 
AP.t. to Sublet, May 15-Aug. 30, 2 bedrooms, 
kitchen, living room, balcony, furnished. In 
the Coops-calf868-7342 for information. 4/30 
summer Sublet-one bedroom modern apart-
ment in Dover. Available May 20-Sept. 1. 
$190.00/month including hot water. No pets. 
Grads only. Call Jennifer 742-4170 or 862-
1218. 4/20 
~ • ' ,.. t I• 
' .. ~ . 
Appeal 
APPEAL 
continued from page 1 
letter," said Moore, "but our ap-
peal is basically about gross 
violation of procedures by Mills." 
Moore :ndicated the forth-
coming letter would illustrate 
violations by Mills. 
Gordon said he was "certain 
that when the Board finds out 
Mills' decision was based on 
secret information and federal 
privacy legislation, it will make it 
more clear to the Board that they 
have case for prodedural 
misconduct.' ' 
Morse declined to say if the 
Board ·would review an appeal if 
Mills were charged w·ith violating 
procedures. 
Kayser said, "I think we have 
procedur~l groun~ on which to 
appeal." 
Kayser didn't know when the 
grievants would send another let-
ter to the Board. 
,\pt. available for summer sublet. Olde 
Madbury Lane in Dover. Two bedrooms, 
comP.letely furnished and equipped. Pool 
privileges. call 7~9-4565 <Keep trymg>. 5/4 
May 15-Summer rental/fall option for 
professional P.erson. Furnished two-room 
apartment with Franklin stove and kit-
chen/bathroom in Nottingham. $250 per 
month, including utilities. Private entrance . 
Beautiful location. Call 862-2070 days or 679-
8749 evenings. 4/24 
Apartment or Roommates-Madbury Ln. 
Apt, Dover. Sublet summer, Fall option, 
pool, l;iundry, K-van, 2 bedrooms. Easy 
place to live, call 742-7422. 5/1 
SUMMER SUBLET-WEBSTER HOUSE. 
Apartment fully furnished. Great location, 
private exit. Rent Negotiable. Call Peter or 
Dave. 84i8-2657. 5/4 
3 bedroom apt. for summer sublet in Dover. 
Near Karivan, eartially furnished $110/m & 
elect. ( 'all Debbie 742-7511 evenings. 5/4 
COOPS: Summer sublet. June I-Aug. 31. 2 
bedrooms, living room, kitchen. Negotiable 
rent. Call 862-2455, ask for Chris. 4/20 
For Rent : 5 Room Apt. in Newmarket. 
Newly Renovated, parking, on Kari-van, 
$250 mo. plus utilities. 4/27 
For Rent: 3-room a_Pt. in Newmarket. Newly 
redecorated. Parkmg, on Kari-van. Ready 
May 1st $150 mo. & utilities. 868-2005. 4/27 
SUMMER SUBLET: 2 bdrm. for 3 people w/ 
1 other person on Madbury Road. Rent: 85 
~:r~!;E:~~mon per month. Call 868-5201, 
Summer sublet. 1 or 2 females wanted to 
share apt. for summer. Big living room, JQt-_ 
chen, own bedroom. $95/mo. Call Sue 868-
5706 4/20 
Summer Sublet in red Towers-2 big 
bedrooms, living room, kitchen, bathroom, 
rent negotiable-Call 868-1125, ask for Deb or 
Lee-in person Apt. 2. 4/27 
3 bedroom house, summer sublet with fall 
option in Newmarket. On K-van route and 
close to town. Available May 20, $245 a mon-
th_ Call 659-2910. 5/1 
APT. TO SUBLET: On Kari-van, in Dover. 2 
Bdrms, kit. , living rm. and bath. Wall to 
Wall carpet, air cond., Pool, Tennis Courts, 
central vacuum. $205.00/month plus elec. 
Avail. May 20. Call 742-8675. 5/4 
2 bedroom apartment available in the "Red 
Tower" for the summer. Spacious living 
room w/ fireplace. kitchen, full bath and 
parking. Call Michelle rm. 103, 868-9662, or 
Sara, 868-9662. 4/20 
Zft:~tfi:::s-~0~!:in~Nbed~;.~e~ ~~~:::e~·t~ 
Right on Kari-van stoC. $225/montg includes 
heat & hot water Ca I Chris or Chuck 659-
5801. 5/4 
Beautiful Farmhouse Apartment for Rent. 
Spacious, large living room. two bedrooms, 
· upstairs and downstairs, two bathrooms. 
Great Location-On Karivan Route, Rte 108, 
Durham. Reasonable Rent. Available May 
15 with Fall option. Call Deb or Chris at 659-
2052. 5/4 
Summer Sublet with fall option: 2 bedrms. 
apts w/w carpet; wood panel, 4 miles from 
UNH near recreation facilities. Rent negot. 
Call 868-7401. 5/4 
Summer Sublet: May 25-Sept. 1, 2 bdrms, · 
full kitchen, bath, living room. Located in 
Dover. Call 868-9751, Dave Rm. 412. 5/4 
' Summer sublet with fall option. Spacious one-
bedroom apt. ideally located in downtown 
Durham. Call 868-1002 or 862-2721. 4/20 
· Summer Sublet/ Webster House Apartnient; 
. 4 person occupancy-2 bedroom with large 
kitchen and laving room, fully furnished. 
$85/person. Contact either Rob or Knute at 
868-9831 or Dana at 868-2800. 4/2i 
Durham apt. to sublet for summer 1 bed-
room. Kitchen, living room. Excellent 
· location: on corner of Madbury-Garrison. 
· $260/month. Call 868-7088. 4/24 
Summer sublet with fall option: partly furn-
- ished 2 bedroom apartment with com-
bination living room-kitchen , Bay Rd., 
Newmarket. $150/mo. On Kari-van. Call 
Olwen or Beth, 659-5655. 5/1 
SUMMER SUBLET-Durham brand new 
Studio, Healthy Walking Distance Corner Rt. 





continued from page 7 
used the - degree because she 
"was too involved with the 
people." 
Planas left the Philippines a 
year ago with a "heavy heart" 
D'Ainours 
D'AMOURS 
continued from page 3 
energy such as solar and wood 
burning. 
''The 50 percent presently 
proposed tax is good but the 
monopolies will still be realizing 
exorbitant profits. The rebate in 
home heating oil, proposed two 
years aeo. is important in New 
England," D'Amours said. 
Summer Sublet/Newmarket 2 bdrm. on 
Kari-Van route <Salmon St.) Available May-
Aug. 31 $200/month & elect. Call Bruce or 
Geoff 659-2618. 4/24 
Subletting from beginning of May to end of 
August. Two bedrooms furnished. Quiet, 
scenic, '12 mile from Lee traffic circle. Can 
868-7557; Jack or Ralph. 5/1 
2 Apts. to sublet for summer with fall option. 
Each 2 bdrms. Kitchen, L.R., wall to wall 
carpeting. 5 miles from campus. Call 868-
7040 or 868-2209. Available June I. 5/4 
Summer Sublet, avail. 5/20-8/31. Large Fur-
nished room <including bed, dresser, desk, 
etc.). kitchen, f~I bath. Security deposit 
required. Full summer occupatiOR 
preferred. Rent negotiable. Contact Kathy at 
868-2556, leave name & number if not there. 
5(1 
Apt. to sublet June I-Aug. 31. 3.5 mi. from 
Durham on Rt. 108. Call 659-2594. 5/1 
Large, furnished one bedroom apartment on 
Belknap Street in Dover available for sum-
mer. Sublet anytime through September I. 
Quiet, mature people a must. Perfect size for 
two. Call Krix Lundblad, 868-7288. 5/1 
Apt. te> sublet, May 26-Aug. 31 furnished with 
2 bedrooms, fits 4 comfortably with sunroof, 
excellent location in Webster House (across 
from Scorpios). call 868-5855. 4/20 
Apartment to sublet from May 28-August 30. 
Lee Trame Circle, 2 bedroom, living room, 
kitchen, w/w carpet, bathroom, partly furn-
ished. No security deposit. $190/month plus 
electricity. 868-5128. 4/20 
Spblet Apt. for four. May 19-Aug. 30. Fur-
nished; 2 bedrooms, living rm.-dining rm.' 
kitchen, bathroom. Apt. located in Red' 
Tower on Main St., Durham. Rent 
negotiable. Call 868-5024 for more infor-
mation. 5/4 
Boston. Roommate wanted for June-August. 
2 bedroom, sunny, roomy, Call evenmgs, 
(617) 783-4999. 5/1 
Own Room, Semi-furnished, $95/month I or 2 
rooms available, lg. kitchen and living room, 
summer sublet, female preferred. Dover. 
June I to Sept 1st. Kelly 868-9789 or 2-2172. 
4/24 
~~~·~~::iu i!i~u:h:~~~~ th~~~o~~~~e? &~~ 
female roommate is needed to share an apt. 
from mid-May (or June 1) through August. 
$120/month, all utilities included. Close to 
campus-- Call Sissy or Sue at 
868-7405. 
lost & found 
Lost: small gold Jewish star with blue stone 
in the middle. Sentimental value. Please call 
Liz at 2-2401 or 868-9884. 
for sale 
35 mm Minolta SRT 101 with 55mm lens. 
Soligor wide-angle, vivitar 250mm telephoto-
filter, case, tripoo, etc. plus Honeywell auto-
matic strobe-only $350 complete. 742-4858.4/27 
I sell major, name brand line of speakers. 
I'll save you enough to buy a new receiver or 
~:~!If :!:i.~~8~~~~~1a!: :.::i~si2 baa~~ ~s~h~~~ 
Mark in room 120. 5/4 
Used Thomas Organ for sale. Approximately 
twelve years old and in very goe>d condition, 
just needs to be tuned. Includes two key-
boards, foot pedals, bench and music books. 
$200 firm, call Keith at 868-7178. 4/24 
Refrigerator for sale: small size, goe>d for 
dorms. Excellent condition. Less than I year 
old. Ask $75. Call 868-2496. 4/24 
Amp for Sale: includes Coral Bottom 8-12 
inch speakers $225.00, also Traynor YBA-1 
Bass Head - $125.00. Both in very goe>d con-
dition. Goe>d for lead or bass. Take tbem both 
for $325.00. Call Bill at 868-9709 or campus 
phone 2-1286. 
GUYS, Distinguished top quality 3 piece 
English Tailored Suit. Fits 5'9"-6'0". 160-185 
lbs. Like new, now only $50. Call 772-3094. 4/24 
MOVING OVERSEAS! Must sell: Hockey 
and Lacrosse Equipment; Bell and Howell 
slide projector, $60; Philips 202 Turntable 
with Stanton cartridge, $70; Desk with office 
chair, $80; RCA Television, $60; Light beige 
shag carpet (9' x 12'l, $65; Simmons Beauty-
rest mattress <full> with box spring and 
frame , $275 or best offer. Call 868-2896. 5/1 
(' ' 
\'• 
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because she was sentenced to Philippines to be a martial state. 
death for having weapons in her Most of the people came to the 
home. She will not explain her speech to hear an opposing point 
escape. of view. 
Planas said the weapons were "There are a lot of constructive 
planted by the Marcos regime things being done over there. The 
because she had been fighting the people are poor but they're a 
president since he declared the happy poor except where th~ 
~-~-------------------------~, I -r 
J STUDENTRENTALS l 
I 
Ohe and two bedroom ap.artments will be 
available for the school year 1979-1980. 
All are within walking distance to Campus. 
You can find your own roommates. 
2 Bedroom Apts. 3 or 4 people-$2,300/semester 
1 Bedroom Apts. 2 people-$1,500/semester 










For appointment call Mr. Karabelas at 'r 
SGS 5542 
-------~---------------------~ 
population density 1s too great," 
said a man who lived in the 
Philippines for three years. 
A student came to the speech 
because she had just visited Iran 
and was hoping this would help 
her understand what went wrong 
over there. "I think the human 
rights issue is the wrong way lo 
-change things though,'' she said. 
Person-WolinskyCPA Review Courses 
A GOOD CPA REVIEW COURSE SHOULD CUT THROUGH 
THE MAZE OF MATERIAL. OURS DOES! 
• LEARN TO • WAIT FOR 
SUCCEED WITHIN OUR LA TE FEB. 
ONLY 10WEEKS &AUG.STARTS 
....----- For information and free sample contact: 
(617) 843-2288 
Locations Coast to Coast 
2/3 PASSING RATE• 
Ba aed on our sur-.ie>1 
---classified ads---
10 speed girl's bike. Atala <Italian made), 
great conditioq. Overhauled just recently. 
$65, call Holly 868-5150 after 6 p.m. 4/20 
Bancroft "Players Special" medium 4 5/8" 
$15.00, Tretorn Tennis shoes 9-9'12 $10.00 
<new>. DUNHAM CONTINENTAL TYRO-
LEAN BOOTS, VIBRAM 10-11, $10.00. Nego-
tiable 659-2776. 4/27 
Refrigerator for sale: small size, goe>d for 
dorms. Excellent condition. Less than 1 year 
old. Ask $75. Call 868-2496. 4/24 
Amp for Sale: includes Coral Bottom 8-12 
inch speakers $225.00, also Traynor YBA-1 
Bass Head - $125.00. Both in very goe>d con-
dition. Goe>d for lead or bass. Take tbem both 
for $325.00. Call Bill at 868-9709 or campus 
phone 2-1286. 
GUYS, distinguished top ~uality 3 piece 
English Tailored Suit. Fits 5 9"-6'0", 160-185 
lbs. Like new, now only $50. Call 772-3094. 4/24 
For Sale: Reel-to-Reel Akai GX-220D Glass 
and x'tal ferrite head. 3 motors/3 heads. 4 
tracks 2 channel. 7" real, S.O.S. records, auto 
stop, shutoff & reverse. Includes 12 BASF 
quality tapes. Very goe>d condition. Sacrifice 
$250.00 takes ft. Call John 742-0536. 5/6 , 
Bancroft, "Players Special" medium 4 5/8" 
$15.00, Tretorn Tennis Shoes 9-91/2 $10.00 
<new), Dunham Continental Tyrolean Boots, 
Vibram 10-11. $10.00 Negotiable 659-2766. 4/27 
Yashica 35mm camera. TL Super 1:1.4 lens, 
$140.00. 659-3455 David. 4/24 
Akai 30 watt receiver, BIC 180 Turntable, 
pair of Advance loudspeakers, all in very 
ge>OO condition. New relays and tweeters in 
ihe speakers. $600 or best offer. Call Dan 659-
5358. 5/1 . 
4 ft. fixture with 2 grow lux lamps - new $55. 
Asking $20.00. Call Dave 862-1485 - leave mes-
sage. 4/24 
Wedding Gown for Sale: Fits size 5 or 7. Old 
fashion design. Paid $100, asking $30. call 
742-0712 <after 5 p.m. ). 4/27 
For Sale: Minolta SRT 100 with 55mm 
Rokkor lens and 35mm wide angle lens. Also, 
4 types of filters. Camera case and strap in-
cluded. Excellent camera for goe>d price. 
Phone 778-8652. 5/4 
For Sale - Peavey Classic Guitar Amplifier. 
In goe>d condition. 2 years old - $175. Call Bob 
659-2590. 5/4 
Skis: Buy now to save: I pair of 180 cm. 
Dynastar Freestyles with top of the line 
, Tyrolia 350 bindings and ski brakes. Used 
one season $125, David 664-5563. 5/4 
For Sale - Sanyo JCX2400K Stereo receiver, 
50 watts $250, mint condition, one year old. 
431-7342. 5/4 
·Nlfl cm Lange 65 skiis. Lookioes arid Marker 
'nee1s. uoou snape - ,50.00. 1979 Olin lfaUet 
skiis. 160 cm. - used once. Complete with 
Marker M4 bindings. $145.00. Nordica 
Meteor Racing Boots. Size 11 $50.00. Chris, 2-
1296 or 868-9723. 4/20 
personals 
JOY, we should have gone to Florida, oh 
well, Roses are red, Violets are blU•', It's 
your birthday, ka moo ka moo kalamazoo. 
It's all I could think of to rhyme with. Kee,P 
typing. I hear the Antarctic's real nice this 
time.of.year. Love, Dan Rather. 5/12 
Watch MUB Display case for the herd of 
giraffes waiting for International -Festival, 
April 24-26. If you have giraffe to joine in the 
crowd, drop it by the administration office, 
MUB 322. 4/20 
A party for Students and friends in honor of 
David Van Nuys will be held Saturday April 
21, from 8-12 p.m. at the Alumni Center. If 
coming, please contact Bruce at 659-2527 or 
Janice Chadwick in Conant Hall. 4/20 
To the sexy, short red-headed RA on 6th floor 
Stoke: I haven't forgotten about you but how 
could I with you constantly reminding me in 
the dinner line! I think you're hot-stuff and 
memories of last summer will never be 
forgotten. PB 4/20 
April 21st Spring Festival at tbe Highland 
House. Live music and kegs. ot.nations ac-
cepted or bring your own. See you there-
Pa blo4/20 
Congratulation, Lola! Thi' two weeks are 
finally over-from here on in it's uphill all the 
way! P.S. Got a nail file? Love, Mabel and 
Myrtle.4/20 
Terry-Thanks for the great company on the 
way to Concord. Next time I 'm going west 
want to come? Stephen.4/24 
Tilly, It was like being on the beach wait-
ing for the next high tide, it finally came in. , 
It's a go00 thing we have a sturdy ship with a 
lofty rig. Smootlt sailing. Love, ya,Cap4/20 
BISMOL-Not even FL can protect you now! 
Bavendam, whose work has been published 
in National Wildlife and Yankee Magazine, 
will speak on various aspects of ~arme life 
and tile Photo Equipment needed to caputre 
these elusive underwater creatures in the 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room of the MUB 
Monday, April 23 at 7:30 p.m. 4/20 
Time is runnipe: out for students to submit 
' photographs for the first student art show to 
lie held in lfte Granii:.e'Sti'teroom of the.ft:!JB 
at the beginning of May. Photographs en-
tered may be in color and black & white but 
must be mounted. Anyone wishing to par-
ticipate may leave photographs at tile MUSO 
Office Room 148 of the MUB until Friday 
April 27.4/27 
Happy 20th Paty! Love Ranna Danna, Coon-
Top, and Stinky-Bitch.4/20 
Kim--Get psyched for the pledge dance and 
wild times. You're the very best I love ya! 
Lucinda 4/20 
To the lucky Betas: Frank, Artie, Skip, Tom, 
Ed, Chet, Phil, Tood, Steve, Jim, Gary, Ned, 
Gerry, and Bruce: Get psyched for a "color-
ful" weekend. Love, tlte girls across the 
street.4/2.0 
To the lucky girl, LAEL: The candles are out 
but the best is yet to come. Tahnks for 
making it special. Love, the seven of us.4/20 
Laurie, to the best little sister. Go nuts this 
weekend--lt's all for you!! Love, your big 
sister Becky.4/20 
Dear bachalorettes of Alpha Chi, What is the 
best way to hurt your image as a decent 
sorority and show a group of guys a lousy 
time? Answer: Come for a party at IO pm 
and all leave by 11: 15 pm. Thanks alot!4/20 
To the Queen and Princess <D. and B.) 
Thanks for your ge>OO luck wish even though 
it was late. Now that we're all set, let's go 
nuts. Love, your roomie P.S. G.I.T. 4/20 
Beth-When are you returning? We all miss 
you!! Please hurry up. Luv ya, C.P., C.T. & 
B.Q.4/20 
DZ seniors: Can _you believe this is our very 
filstP:U.'r B-Jif f!ieri-again, -they -alwayssaVel 
the B~ST for last!! l 4720 - · · 
'fo~!1!::iz t: ·?.;i:a!~~k~:s~ \VE''::.t~ :rrkb~1 
psyched!! Love, your dates. 4/20 
DZ sisters & pledges: The weekend we've all 
been waiting for!!! It's gonna be THE 
BEST, so let's go nuts! Mittersill will never 
be the same when we're through. 4/20 
Diane-Get psyched for the P.D. tomorrow 
night. Its your night so go nuts! You're the 
BEST little sis ever! ! ! Love, Nat 4/20 
Kenny- When can we get together for pina 
coladas, Puerto Rican music, and a Httle 
"voyage"? The conversations have been 
great. Thanks for everything! Love, N.S. 
4/20 
Cheri- The Deer Hunter wasn't all that bad. 
Thanks for making me go. It's a movie I'll 
never forget! Love, Nance.4/20 
Mike- I'm looking forward to sprinB 
weekend. Get psyched! Your, sem1-
competative back gummon partner. 4/20 
To the pledges of Chi Omega, I can't wait un-
til you sister-up. The great times have just 
begun! Goe>d luck! Love, Nance Spoerl 4/20 
Chris- You're great! A mooel Little Sis-
Let's get psyched for this weekend-it 
shouldn't be one we forget too soon! Thanks 
for being such a cutie! Love, your B.S.4/20 
Steph, ~et psyched for this weekend little sis. 
Jht',s g.QlQJL~J!.4i.:~L!!l!§..Y_ ..Q.l!e~t .!!-ffi!'_ip~r.. 
·t 1s 1s you_r .- . .,,.! You. are. tne ~st! ~ve, 
Katlii.4T20 - . . .. , -
B.B.- Get psyched for this weekentr. It's 
going to be the best road trip since the last 
time we were in the White Mountains! Love, 
K.H.4/20 
To t~_brothers and pledges of Alpi!_a Tau 
Omega, last Thursday was really awesome~ 
Get psyched Tor-pep'perniint sclinapps shots 
and a little sheet action. \Tjg~s of course!) 
\Ve~re ~aM'J'.De~ven r en s-OTJac(.4T20 
Musk-Ox: Congratulations-this is number 7--
let's make it the best ever! Thanks for being 
my cutie for all of them-you're kind of 
special to me! Love, Fred 4/20 
To all DZ sisters & dates: Have a great time 
)It the pledge dance this weekend. Seniors it 
could be your last one so go nuts! Lets make 
it one to remember. 4/20 
Tiggs Cutie-Happy Birthday you cutie you. 
The BIG "2-0!" Hope we' re friends for 20 
more. Love BK 4/20 
Having a party? Dance? Ban9uet? Let Rick 
assure it's successful by D.J.mg your party 
with the best in disco, oldies, & rock. Call 
him at 742-0042.4/24 ' 
Cathy-I was only joking when I advertised 
for an Attractive Female Wanted (blondes 
do have more fun> for a dirty weekend last 
summer. But the best days of my life were 
with you. And then I saw that picture in 
Foster's of you and that junior executive ... 
you got a nerve. You were born loose and you 
kept me hanging on. Now I'm scarred and 
scared standm' m the shadows of love but 
you're in my heart. I was always a fool for 
you-is that the thanks I get? Aint love a 
bitch ... Love, Roo 4/20 
Lisa, get ready for a wild weekend-it's the 
best! But please don't get kicked out! 
Thanks for making this semester extra 
special. Love, Liz 4/20 
)Space: · OUrnrstP.D, together-only a year 
late: Let;s ·make it one to reriieniber.-Ano I 
would get up early for you anytime love your 
fellow space. 4/20 
Berta-Happy 20th Birthday! Now you're 
finally legal. Have a great day and weekend. 
Love ya-Tigs (your twin) 4/20 
Hey Lizzard-Get psyched for a great 
weekend and leave your home life behind for 
a few days-! Doll''-worry, you ~be.left,. 
out. Your weekend l'Ompan.ion. 4/20 ·. .. . 
Hey Butt, Bulge, LSD, ·Delia:;· '- Mit t': 
Barkeep. You were the berries! Think aboat 
it! Talking about yourself is11't the same-u 
sharing rourself. Look out for the "Sil~ 
minkees' this summer! Love, Bonn 4/20 
Troy Jeffries- Really sorry to hear about 
your truck. It was a classic and it will truly 
be missed. Oh, by the way, Mike, are your 
OK?4/220 
Piggies, Moo-cows, Horsies, and Lambs are 
what you'll see at the Little Royal Livestock 
Show, Saturday April 21st at - Putnam 
Pavilion. Plus a chicken barbecue, chicken 
races, and a milking contest. Come watch 
your friends and their farm friends. 4/20 
Happy Birthday Lynnie B. from B.D. 4/27 
ATTENTION: Phil Hamilton. Our time and 
energy is running low, why -haven't yon 
redeemed your coupon for a free massage? 
Maybe our original offer wasn't stimulatmg 
enou~:h? We do serve customers with a pen-
chant for more erotic forms of amusement. 
Please, Phil, wetre dying to get IN TOUCH 
with your mind as well as you.r booy. We're 
anxiously anticipating this encounter. P.S. 
Remember Fire Island in the HOT summer 
of 78? Lasciviously yours, Joe & Frank 4/20 
Rich Baker, my scientific specimen with an 
acute experimental growth rate of 20 years, 
Happy Belated Birthday to you! Results: 
you're still my favorite organism! Love L.M. 
4/20 
STUDENTS: Need "new" clothes for 
~in,gJ_Com. e to D!Jrham Youth _ Center's 
· ~ummag"-saf(11ils Satu~. » it_t the 
mange Hall 'on Marn Street~ Get-cltillies,;; -
support the center!! 4/20 
My little sis Sandy, your 1st P.D.-''oh boy,r•, 
Were gonna make it one to remember, if we_ 
can remember. Let's go WILD! Love your 
"little" big sis Di. 4/20 
Bets-thanx for being you. You're the best, 
you'll never be anything but. HoJ?e what we 
taave will always last. Can't wait till Mar-
tha's and riding past california beaches in 
our green spitfire. Thanx for the best 
weekend. Hope we have many more. lzide 
Sheduby. 4/20 
Hey Char, this one's just for you. Are you 
ready for this weekend? GO NUTS! Thanks 
for everything, Love, Di 4/20 
Hill' U~H ~t~~JrJt.ru:ts.._ .. ~!!mili Fac-
ulcy-yes th~re 1_s a Crew Clu~. Our lst
1
homel 
race ever is Sat. against URr;· th,81.-snglit 
tomorrow at Adam's Point. Everyone is 
welcome. See ya there'! 4/20 
Sue-SO glad you're my big sister! You're ex-
cellent! Get psy~hed for 6ell week <I'm gon-
na be awesome}, P.D., rides in the fox & all 
your lifetime responsibilities as a bis sis! I 
love you! Little k1ssy face. 4/20 
JTPH: I know you're not into the sentimen-
tal thing, but it's been 2 months, neat huh? 
Remember it's not what you do, it's where 
you do it.-deep like. 4/20 
Hey Logue, you little douche, finally 19, huh? 
Took you long enough. Give up chmbing in 
windows, sittmg on street corners, and sell 
~our front end foader. We tried to itet you a 
Jukebox out they don't sell them on weeK-
ends! ATO beware-get psyched for the sum-
mer and we're gonna have one helluva Fri-
day. Love ya, Miller and Meade 4/20 
Nuclear Power Can we afford it? Debate be- ' 
-~_ren_ Di:, Jlkh_ru-d_Mill.s__~ Richard 
Eng'fu.nil . . Sponsoreal>YOm1cron Delta Ep-
silon Economks Honor Socity lddles 
Auditorium 7:30 pm Wed April 25th. 
Donation 25~ 4/24 
. Roomies- You guys have first dibs on the 
"S.B." Friday night. Aren't I a good kid? 
Let's go nuts girls! Love, the littfest of the . 
BIG FIVE 4/20 ... <-
"Tilly Treasurer," the worst part is over, <I 
hope!) We've rid our frustrations, "bouncing 
off wall." Now let's drink, drink, drink, 
drink .... Love ya "Polly Pres." 4/20 
L.P.-Thanks for a super Easter weekend! 
Even if the eggs were brown, there wasn't 
any egg hunt, the Easter bunny didn't leave 
you a basket and we had to write a paper all 
weekend ... Sunday night (and Monday mor-
ning) were the best! Missed you this week, 
and am psyched for a great P.D. weekend! 
Love, N. 4/20 
Hey DZ Pledges! This is your \l(eekend ... so 
get psyched! You guys are the best pledges 
{hat anyone could ever ask for. We love you 
all! Your DZ sisters 4/20 
Joanne- Tonight's the nil{ht Kidctf. Get 
~c~'iti:~!nii:o:!t \: Ji~~~:!!t~:~:svr!; 
helping to make this semester special-
You're the best. Love, Dede.4/20 
LJWe Sis Jen - SOME HOW and SOME 
WHEl\E . ...Wf J9YJ!!~~D~s_. _!i~ 
psyched for a Wild and Crazy weekend. 
Tahttk& --·•--&•pe~ . .uaester. :rlaey'll he 
many more. Love, H 4/20 
Woofy- Even though I can't be with you, 
you're in my thoughts this weekend. You're 
doing a great job ... lt will be the best P.D. 
ever! Love, B.F. from Annapolis 4/20 
Bubbles, daughter of KoJak; I know you 
real!Y. love _Jocks, inammate ones. Get 
·psyc!J~iifSil~_ ntle, cause.you're going !OJ 
-dance all n1te'. -Tewate ·or mol'nmg 
newspaper~ and underwear. The Moose 4/20 
John W.H.: Thank you for being so under-
standing and just for being you. You know 
what, Pussycat?! ! ! Yours alone, B.J. 4/24 
Happy Birthday Tigs from JD 2 4/20 
Do you remember all the fun a\]ast year's 
Little Royal Livestock Show? It happens 
again Saturday April 21st from 9 am-4:30 pm 
at Putnam Pavilion. 4/20 
LOST 4/4/79 Crew Club Sweatshirt at James 
Hall a real favorite of mine return to info 
desk at Mub or call 742-3990 4/20 
~Tis _Lldi z1-~~s_ thft!r:_ ~·!R!_ _~ke~J!l~ t'eaily a1 n necu ose panca es 1 n1;:, 
week! Get your homework aone, rested up, 
and psyched for a great PD weekend!-Love, 
· Lisa 4/20 
O.K. Foster! Who will show me more? 
Russell I'm sure! Just kidding. Get psyched 
for Bailey's reunion. Love, Nance 4/20 
Will there be another Three Mile Island 
disaster1ls_Seabrook a tjmebomb .waitimU.9. 
f go off? C~me, ~- ~~- NJl~l~.P~ debate 
betweei1Rklia"1M1lls and-Richard EngraDCr 
•
~ Aoril 25tlt 7:30-~- . ill-Iii.tics· 
, tonum -S~~sorea o.,_c:::_r ;Delia 
oii~iiOrilti;str.norsoclelv. ~ .. . 
Kris - Farm Spring Bl~wout Friday. AprU 
27th. at end of Longmarsh Road in Durham. 
You don't even need a ticket beforehand.4/27 
Ady & Pamie- l'*m psyched for my little 
sisters first P.D. and my big sisters last one. 
I can't imagine a better "family", you twO' 
are THE BEST! Thanks for being who you 
are. I love you. Beth 4/20 
DZ Dates-.get psyched, you're in for the time 
of your life. Mittersill and the DZ girls look 
dynamite at this time of year! 4/20 
:l.P~ Tltanks ~ all y9'1r ~ar4' wor~ Jhis IS_ 
gomgtobe llfe--greatest Pledge"Dance ever. 
We love you. Your sisters. 4/20 
7.owl~ I'm hip! All yau "aenwt'r -Deiiile 
thanks for a great - run ana a raiiiamc · 
semester. Take care aad have fun. The 
Mirror 4/2Q_ 
swam-;voman - DO cigars; ~-Ua.fulD~ · 
'i!als,1g A Ranch, 1.0.'~ shOlS a I 
classify 1nto one group? Of course! Get 
psyched for tonignt because I'm there! 
'Whoknows wlilt crazy tliml'wmi>e at1aet1 m 
the morning. I'm game for anything, let's 
run wild. Luv ya, Stuck 4/20 
THE STUDENT ART ASSOCIATION wants 
you to enter artwork for the upsoming 
exhibit on May 2. All work must be submit-
ted by 4:30 on April 27 to Room A303 in 
PCAC. Entry forms can be picked up at the 
Art Office. 
Sell a roomie 
In the class ads~ 
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• comics 
Doonesbury 
IJtWI;, Me '1fJIJ 5IJl& /OIX,Ufl PfNT"'>fJIJa. 
)OM 710KJHT7Hl5 /AS.L., /JU4NE, WT ANP SEERR. ~-
1HIW6Hf I ·MeAN, 7HAT'5 tJ51liN SEl.Ft BRYS HIMN6 A 
~  111J.K/N6 A- JIJ5T (J'{E. 70ME .. ppe;r; C1JNFf:!e.a /EXT 




~ ~ ~ ~ 
Shoe 
~AS I UNliaZSOOD IT, 
rF I elJY ™I~ I~ 
fbUCY IT'll SE.T M~ UP 
R1R U~~, Rl6HT? 
by Garry Trudeau 
IA/6/J.., rM NUT REAL- /£f'5 JVST S4Y /..Y IN A RJSITION 
ANOTHER HE WANT57D /IJHAr 10 18.L YOU IUHAT 
FOR? HE'S AVNOllNCJN6, OWJ6EOF GET 5PACESHIP 
\ 81/T I 7HINI< 't()(J 
MINO? AMCRICA MOV-
\ ING A6AJN. CAN fillESS. I I 




Converse-Spot Bilf Bata 
Shoes for all sports at all prices 
LOUISE'S SPORT SHOP 




1 Short and thick 
46 Small crane 




6 Half of a Washing- 50 U. of Penn. rival 
51 Homonym for a 
14 Golf hall-of-famer 
15 City in New York 
19 - salts ton city 
11 Rejected 
13 Flemish painter 
15 Cargo worker 
16 Pulver's rank 




52 Narrates again 
54 Moisture 
55 Rodin output 
57 Acts out of line 
59 - fiddle 
22 ~ Institute of 
Technology 
24 Kind of entrance 
26 - preview 
28 Let up 
30 Dynamite 
21 A president and a 
60 Hidden marksmen 
61 Result of an auto 





62 Tales of romance 
36 Like track shoes 
37 Mad scramble 
24 Luminous radiation 
25 Accounting paper DOWN 
(2 wds.) 
38 Pieces 
column 1 Body organs 40 Dodgers 






3 River into the family 
Caspian 42 Goulashes 
4 Major mountain 43 Dental -
chain 45 Standing still 
5 Adolescent 48 Takes notice of 
35 Movie or TV show 
36 Makes 
6 Songbirds 49 Famous cow 
7 "Charley's -" 52 Contemptible person 
39 Ed Norton's 
workplace 
43 Cut of beef 
44 Greek letter 
8 Weight .abbreviation 53 Works like a paper 
9 Spare time towel 
10 Irate 56 Heavy weight 
11 Desert denizens 58 Use OTB 
Great Bay Motor Co., Inc.. 
659-3215 RTE. 108 659-3215 
Newmarket. N.H. 
YOU SAVE!! 
No. 1 Service Dealer 
Year After Year / .· 
Newmarket Chevrolet Dealer Receives 
Citation 
The First Chevy of the 1980's 
1980 Cifraion 
Front Wheel Drive--4 speed overdrive transmission 
Roomy--Seats Five Adults--Radial Tires 
Eco1w111ical 2 . .5 litre 4 c_I'/ . engirw--4 mod!'ls to 
clwosefro111. 2 dr . coup<'. 2 dr . lwtchliacl~ c1111pe. :! di". 
dub coupe. 4 dr . lwtcl1bac}~ sedan 
See the First Car of the 80's April 19th 
Open House April 19,20,21·-Refreshments 
CHEVROLET MANAGEMENT CENTER 
We Sen.nee What We Sell 
YOUR Authorized Chevrolet 




continued from page 3 
bands. Many have played at the 
P~!'~di15e in Boston. We'd like to 
continue to bring in high quality 
entertainment,'' he said. 
The Pub is looking for 
suggestions and there are vacan-
cies on the board of directors. 
"I'd really like to see it go; I'd 
hate to see it die," said Carle. 
Kelley added that the enter-
tainment brines the oeoole. "The 
social aspect of a college 
education is at least as important 
as the educational," he said. 
JOBS FOR STUDENTS 
WORRIED about getting up the 
money for the next semester in 
September? There is a sure way 
to beat the heat when it comes 
to college expenses. That way is 
DIRE.CT ~LUNG! 
When it comes to vacation 
ime employment, don't think 
nly in terms of summer resorts 
nd hotels, parks .and 
laygrounds, swimming pools 
nd beaches. The number of 
obs in such categories is limited, 
nd even mor.e ff mited is the in-
ome. 
But in direct selling there's vir 
tually no limit to the amount o 
money you can make. 
If -you are concerned abou 
your income and you 
education, let American Youth 
Enterprises show you ou 
program which is designed to 
help you with both. We offer a 
program that allows you to se 
your own hours--be your own 
boss--take your employment with 
you no matter wtiere you go--
work y~ar round at your own 
convenience. 
For details on this unique op-
portunitY. featuring unlimited 
potentia , a producrthat sells on 
sight, good commissions and a 
$ f950.UO scholarship Qrogram 
for each student Tel. 868~805 
for Mr. Cain after o PM. 
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Baseball extends record -to 14-6 
BASEBALL 
continued from page 16 
Cats scored four times in both the 
second and sixth innings, twice in 
the fourth, and once each in the 
third and fifth. 
Freshman Andy Adams picked 
up the win for the Wildcats. 
Adams, now 4-1, faced only 20 
batters in the six innings he 
worked. Center fielder Bill 
Purrington took a leadoff walk in 
the first, and shortstop Kevin 
McAf ee singled in the second to 
become Keene's only baserun-
ners against Adams. 
Keene hitters low and inside, forc-
ing them to while away the 
hours beating balls into the dirt. 
'1 normally throw a slider,'' 
Williams said, "But today it was 
doing something. I tried to pitch 
them inside, and they were hit-
ting it off the fists a lot." 
The no-hitter was William's 
second start (and second victory) 
since returning from a bout with 
tendonitis. 
Second baseman Greg Jablon-
ski then laid down a nearly-per-
fect squeeze bunt past pitcher 
Jeff Dexter, allowing Neal to 
score. 
JablonskCwent to second on a 
wild pickoff throw, and scored 
when Jim Wholley, who went 3-
for-3 in the game (5-fqr-6 with 2 
RBis for the day) singled. 
The Cats scored their final run 
in the fifth when Whitty scored on 
Wholley's second RBI single. 
PAGE f:IHEE1 · 1 
Sophomore Steve Johnson 
pitched the seventh inning for 
UNH, giving up a single to McAfee. 
- The star of- the day, though, 
was Williams. He workod tho 
Track 
The Wildcats got all the runs 
they would need in the third in-
ning. Shortstop Jim Neal <who 
was 2-for-3 with three RBis in the 
first game) bunted for a leadoff 
base hit. A grounder to the mound 
by Jeff Whitty sent Neal to 
second, but Neal continued un-
molested into third before the 
Keene infield caught on. 
The Cats committed only one 
error in the game, and Williams 
credited the defense for his per-
formance. "The defense is really 
coming around," he said. "I 
could just watch all those ground 





Women'£ l~cr0££9 c~pt:ain Roth Wheatley cuts acro33 tin· 
Bridgewater crease and lets loose a shot at goalie Kath~ 
McCallion. (Lee Hunsaker photo) 
• Laxwomen win third Wins 
TRACK 
continued from page 16 
mance in .the 880-yard run. She 
outdistanced all her opponnets 
and set a new record with a time 
Beth Clark 
of 2: 17 .5. UNH won every running 
event except the mile run, in 
which Beth Clark, who was 
making her debut on the outdoor 
track, took second- place. She • 
came back in the 2-mile, 
however, and finished off her op-
ponents by almost a half a lap. · UNH would only have one entrant. 
Letvinchuk said. "The lack of 
depth hurt us, but we had people 
doing more events than they 
normally would do. It was kind of 
a work-out meet for us." 
Hurdler Mary Ellen Letvin-
chuk won both the 100-meter and 
400-meter hurdles. Freshn:t~J-1 
Missy Collins ran away with the 
440-yard run, beating her closest 
competitor by eight seconds. 
The lack of depth in the UNH 
team was noticiable in some 
events as Bridgewater was able 
to capture a good majority of the 
second and third places. while 
The women have set new school 
records in nine of the seventeen 
events already this season and 
look to break more in their next 
meet against Springfield College, 
April 24 at home at 2:00. 
SOFTBALL 
continued from page 16 
the nightcap putting together a 
strong defensive game behin~ 
Cef ato's outstanding pitching. 
The sophomore pitcher gave up 
only two hits, and two walks 
while striking out four batters. 
In the field, Birmingham . and 
centerfielder Hayes combined for 
several spectacular catches. 
"Terry <Birmingham) saved 
two homeruns," said Job, "and 
Diane Hayes made a very good 
catch." 
Looking optimistically toward 
Saturday's twin bill, Job said, 
"We're going to play really 
well." 
By Lee Hunsaker 
BOSTON, MASS. Behind the five 
goal scoring of Kathy Sanborn 
and Donna O'Brian, the UNH 
women's lacrosse team chalked 
up number three on the season 
against no losses by trouncing 
Tufts University, 19-2. 
The win gives the women a 
three year undefeated string of 
26-0-2 in regular season play. So 
far this year, they have outscored 
their opponents, 57-3. 
Tomorrow, the Wildcats will 
travel to Dartmouth to play the 
Big Green making it four games 
in seven days. Tuesday, UNH 
walked over Bridgewater to the 
tune of 23-1. 
Against Tufts, the outcome was 
decided by the end of the first 
half. UNH had piled up a 12-0 lead 
despite the Jumbos' use of a zone 
defense. 
''Playing against a zone is very 




Mon., 23 April, 1979 
said UNH coach Jean Rilling. 
"The zone tends to prevent good 
shots. But I was happy with my 
team's play." 
UNH outshot Tufts 59-7 but 
pocketed only 30 percent of those 
shot on net. The Jumbos' goalie, 
Kitty Atkans, made 25 saves 
while her counterpart, Wildcat 
Susanne Rousseau, was forced to 
make only seven. 
Also scoring for the Cats were 
Carol Berry and Gaby Haroules 
with three apiece, Beth Wheatley 
(2), and Donna Modini (1). 
Against Bridgewater, Sanborn 
tallied eight times while O'Brian 
followed with seven. 
Rilling expects Dartmouth to 
play a zone against UNH 
tomorrow as most teams have 
conceded one-on-one play to the 
Wildcats. The only team who 
tried to run against UNH this 
year has been Bridgewater. 
in the Granite State Room 
Social Hour 6:30 
Dinner at 7:30 
Dress: Coat and Tie 
Tickets on Sale at the MUB Ticket 
.Office For $3~00 
(This is a dinner solely for students to bid 
President and Mrs. Mills best wishes at their 
new home at Whittier Colle e.) 
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Wildcats sweep twin-hill from Keene State 
Wildcat goalie Peter Sheehan hits the dirt but hangs onto the ball as Tuft's Gerald Clarke 
and an unidentified teammate move in. UNH won the contest, 11-7 to extend ther record to 6-1. 
<Gerry Miles photo). · 
UNH shoots Jumbos dead 
By Gerry Miles 
There is an old elephant joke 
which asks what kind of gun 
would you use to shoot a white 
elephant? The answer was, of 
course, a white elephant gun. 
and the Jumbos never recovered. 
Van Vleck set up Fay for the 
first goal of the third quarter at 
5:35 and a 6-4 lead. 
" I substituted freely today," he 
continued, "because I wanted to 
give some peop!e the game time. 
Today <Wednesday) was more of 
an experiment, and now we're 6-1 
heading for all the marbles.'' 
Blank Owls 12-0, 3-0; 
WilliaDls hurls no-hitter 
By Tom Lynch 
Keene State's Jim Marshall 
bounced a shot straight back to 
the mound in the seventh inning. 
An easy play for the pitcher to 
make. UNH's Terry Williams 
picked the ball up and starte,P to 
throw to first base for the final 
out. 
Then he stopped. 
Tucking the ball back in his 
glove, Williams charged for the 
base. When he got there, he plant-
ed his foot firmly on the bag, just 
to make sure. A smile broke 
across his face. 
Williams had just completed 
the first no-hitter of his pitching 
career, a 3-0 blanking of the 
Keene State Owls in the seconcl 
·game of yesterda_y's do1.:1~le-
header. The Wildcats -won the 
first game, laughing all the 
way, 12-0. · 
" I started thinking no-hitter in 
about the third inning," Williams 
said. "I've always wanted to 
throw one.'' 
Yesterday 's sweep, along with 
a pair of wins over Colby on 
Tuesday, gives the Wildcats a 14-
6 record and valuable momentum 
going into tomorrow's double-
header against Rhode Island. 
UNH is now the number one 
team in New England. Going into 
yesterday's games, the Cats were 
tied for the top with Maine. 
The URI doubleheader < 12: 30 
at Brackett Field) could be a nrP-
view of the New England playoff. 
"Rhode Island's iough,'' said 
UNH coach Ted Conner. 
"They're a good club. These are 
another two games that are real 
important for us to win." 
Captain Steve Wholley expects 
no worse than a split. "The way 
we're going right now, " he said, 
"the way we're up for games, no 
one's going to take two from us." 
Wholley will be UNH's starting 
pitcher m one of tomorrow's 
games. He upped his record to 3-1 
Tuesday, despite a rocky seventh 
inning in UNH's 6-4 first-game 
win over Colby. 
Junior Charlie Jones (4-1) will 
start the other game tomorrow. 
He was the winning pitcher in 
Tuesday's second game, an 11-6 
decision. 
Yesterday's no-hitter by 
Williams, UNH's second in a 
week, was a fitting conclusion to 
the doubleheader in which the 
Wildcats totally dominated the 
Division II Owls. 
UNH spent the better part of 
the first game on the basepaths, 
its 12 runs coming on nine hits 
and four Keene State errors. The 
BASEBALL, page 15 
the new hampshire 
sports 
But if you asked that same 
question to any of the Tufts Jum-
bos coaches or UNH coach Ted 
Garber, the answer would be 
John fi'ay and mike Van Vleck as 
they led the Wildcats past Tufts 
11-7 Wednesday afternoon. 
Ansis Kalnajs drilled a ground 
ball from 15 yards away three 
minutes later and Fay matched 
Van Vleck's earler goal almost 
four minutes later for the four 
goal lead. 
Both teams traded goals in the 
fourth quarter but UNH had the 
game in command, breaking the 
ball out of their end as freely as 
they had in their home opener 
against Middlebury just two 
w~eksago. 
Womens' track runs wild 
Fay and Van Vleck combined 
for 7 of the UNH goals with Fay 
scoring four times and Van Vleck 
three. Fay also assisted on four 
goals. 
The Jumbos played tough, run-
ning and passing with the Wild-
cats to keep within one goal at the 
half 5-4. 
But then UNH blew the game 
out of reach with three unan-
swered goals in the third quarter 
Still, many people wonder why 
the Cats haven't blown away 
teams like Tufts and UConn with 
the talent on this year's squad. 
"We played well when we had 
to," said Garber. "We didn't play 
terrible, I don't think we were 
psyched. But as long as we con-
tinue to win, I'm not concerned. 
Softhallers take 
two out of three 
By Dina Engalichev 
First, the good news. The UNH 
women's softball team swept a 
doubleheader from Fitchburg 
State College on Tuesday, 7-6 and 
14-2. 
Now, the bad news. Wed-
nesday, Keene State College shut-
out UNH3-0. 
Saturday at 2: 00 pm the women 
will attempt to improve on their 
3-5 season record when they host 
Vermont for a doubleheader. The 
games will be played on the 
softball field located next to 
Brackett Field. 
Lack of hitting and errors in 
baserunning and fielding accoun-
ted for Wednesday's loss. 
"We lost mainly because of our 
hitting," said UNH coach Jane 
Job. ''Keene's pitchers were not 
that fast ." 
UNH tallied only three hits in 
the contest and was not able to 
take advant~ge of the five walks 
given up by Keene pitchers . 
UNH pitcher Lisa Cefalo gave 
up six hits and one walk. 
Keene scored two runs in the 
first inning, one the result of a 
dropped fly ball by left fielder 
Terry Birmingham. 
The third Keene run scored in 
the fourth inning when catcher 
Beth McDonald couldn't hang on-
to the ball on a tag at home plate. 
Maybe UNH couldn't put 
together a good hitting and 
fielding game Wednesday 
because they used it all up on 
Tuesday. 
In the first game against Fit-
chburg, UNH was down by two 
runs, 6-4 in the seventh inning. 
Cindy Johnson and Diane Hayes 
came off the bench and each rap-
ped singles. After Gale White 
loaded the bases, Cheryl Murtagh 
blasted her second double of 
the game to collect three RBI's 
and give UNH the 7-6 win. 
Murtagh led the team in hits 
going four for five at the plate in 
the opener. 
UNH then trounce Fitchburg in 
SOFTBALL, page 15 
By Nancy Carbonneau 
The womens track team broke 
five school records Wednesday on 
its way to winning a tri-meet, 78-
60-22, over Bridgewater State 
College and Bowdoin College. 
Senior speedster Betsey Harris 
broke the record in the 100 yard 
dash with a time of 11.0, which 
qualified her for the AIA W 
Championships. Cathy Rosholt 
and Michele Fahey came in 
second and third respectively to 
~weep the event. 
To wind-up her afternoon, 
Harris ran a leg in the 4X 110 
relay and a leg in the mile relay, 
which broke a UNH record. The 
new time of 4:10.9, set by Jane 
Boyle, Diane Pankratz, Missy 
Collins, and Harris knocked six 
seconds off the previous record. 
Freshman Cathy Rosholt had 
her tradiotional record-breaking 
afternoon. In the shot-put she 
broke her own record of 39'9" 
which she set just five days ago. 
"I've always wanted to throw 
over forty feet," said Rosholt. "I 
was a little worried when the girl 
from Bridgewater threw 39 feet, 
because that was the furthest I'd 
ever thrown,'' she added. 
Rosholt also bettered her mark 
in the discus when she took 
second place with a 126'11" throw 
which beat her old record by four 
feet. 
Diane Pankratz came up with 
the last record breaking perfor-
TRACK, page 15 
UNH's Betsey Harris runs away from her competition dur;ng Wednesda~'s tri-meet against 
Bowdoin and Bridgewater State. In total, Harris ran in four events, qualifying for the AIAW 
nationals in the 100 yard dash. 
